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disclaimer > 
Trail running and other activities described in this magazine can carry significant  

risk of injury or death. Especially if you are unfit. Undertake any trail running or  

other outdoors activity only with proper instruction, supervision, equipment and  

training. The publisher and its servants and agents have taken all reasonable care  

to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this publication and the  

expertise of its writers. Any reader attempting any of the activities described in  

this publication does so at their own risk. Neither the publisher nor any of its 

servants or agents will be held liable for any loss or injury or damage resulting from 

any attempt to perform any of the activities described in this publication, nor be 

responsible for any person/s becoming lost when following any of the guides or  

maps contained herewith. All descriptive and visual directions are a general guide  

only and not to be used as a sole source of information for navigation. Happy trails. 
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new website?  
trail shop ? hard copy?

Be sure to like us on Facebook and if you don’t mind the  
odd Tweet, well, we’re as Twitty as the rest of the online world 
when we’re not in the bush.

Oh yes. Hardcopy? If you’re quick. They’re collectors items you 
know (and they’re only a few weeks old)... Real dirt sold separately.

But don’t spend too long online or on the couch with Trail Run Mag 
– there’s super singletrack out there begging for your sole, eh:

www.trailrunmag.com 
www.facebook.com/trailrunmag
www.twitter.com/trailrunmag
www.youtube.com/user/Trailrunnerausnz

That’s the good dirt, trailites...we got the lot now.

A spanking new website that spreads mud and grit across your  
flashy computer screen like someone just stonked their soil- 
stoked shoes on it. There’s all the goodness of the old site,  
it just rolls a hellavu lot sweeter: there’s a blog, news, gear and  
shoe reviews and we’ll be uploading trail guides, too.

You can still ‘subscribe’ to the free  downloadable zine, of course, 
meaning simply that we’ll let you know when there is another  
edition available for you to drown your keyboard in drool over.

Head to www.trailrunmag.com/subscribe/
And if you want more dirty drivel, head to the blog page  
and subscribe to that, too.

www.trailrunmag.com
www.facebook.com/trailrunmag
www.twitter.com/trailrunmag
www.youtube.com/user/TrailRunnerAusnz
www.trailrunmag.com/subscribe
http://www.salomonrunning.com
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I am a loser.

Not in a deadbeat, you’ll find me in the gutter snuffling around 
for a dropped ciggy butt and can ya spare a dollar mister I gotta get 
a fix, kind of way, mind you. I mean I’m a loser in the literal sense. 
I lose. A nicer way of saying it: I do not win.

The lottery, raffles, lucky dips...never. And certainly I do not cross 
the line first in any race I’ve ever entered, trail or otherwise, since, 
ohhh, primary school. 

Even my biggest ‘moment’ in the field of competition was actually 
a loss: sure, I was selected for the Victorian Cross Country Team to 
compete in the Australian National Titles, but I came third – not 
first – to get in the State team. Loser.

I remember going on the team training camp prior to the titles and 
getting barraged with questions from bods clearly more experi-
enced and talented than me. 

“So who’s your running coach? What running club do you run 
for? How many kilometres a week do you train?”

No-one, none and sweet f-all. 

They all just looked at me like I was, well, a loser. 
From memory I came second last at the nationals. Mega loser.

Here’s the thing (and maybe this is why I’m a loser): I’m not really 
that competitive by nature. Sure, I like to do well at things, but 
winning – beating others – is not what rocks my muddy socks. 

For me going to the nationals was more about a few extra days off 
school, not being at a desk, the experience of a ‘new crowd’ outside 
the schoolyard, and of course running, the act of which I love. I just 

forgot that in this context the idea of turning the legs over was 
to win. Whereas in my head it was just to be there, to enjoy the 
grass under my crosscountry flats.

And so it’s been for the last twenty-plus years. I played footy, 
tennis, basketball, tried triathlons, dabbled in mountain biking, 
paddling...the lot. Not once did I get the urge (or perhaps the 
passion) to win coursing through my veins. I was always too busy 
looking at the trees, daydreaming, soaking up the moment.

I do wonder, when friends are getting all het up about losing 
a game of something or winning something else, why I tune 
out, couldn’t care less.

Is there something wrong with me? Am I missing a gene that 
makes me less of a man in this uber-competitive world? 

Don’t get me wrong, I admire those who do win. I mean how 
can you not give cred to a guy like Andrew Vize (our Q&A  
on page X): who is fast tracking himself to legendary status.  
Or not respect the feats of a guy like Andy Kromar, perhaps the 
greatest legend Australian trail running has seen over the years.

But my admiration just doesn’t tip into outright adulation or 
idolisation – I don’t want to be these guys. 

Do I like going fast? Oh yes. Do I like to push my own bounda-
ries of what is possible? Absolutely. Do I like smashing myself? 
You bet. But the driving factor is the experience of smashing 
myself, not someone else, on the trail. For me it’s the simple 
things – like the simple art of getting dirty – that I run for.

An old school friend wrote to me recently – I hadn’t  
heard from him since those school days (Hi Drew).  

your EdiTor,  
ThE ordinary Trail runnEr 
chris@trailrunmag.com 

He’d stumbled upon Trail Run Mag as he delved deeper into the 
trail world. His email to me sums up so much:

“Had an awesome run this morning on some trails in the Dandenongs 
…I was hurtling down Sassafras Creek Trail well and truly out of 
control (and loving every minute of it!) when a tree root decided  
I needed a rest and brought me crashing down. At first I thought  
simply “Uh-oh what’s broken?”. Then realised I was laying there  
smiling like I was eight years old and playing in the mud with mates.”

I’m with Drew. I’m there for the mud and mates (and getting a little 
out of control on descents). I love the fact that Drew runs with  
a group called ‘How Good Is This?’ (www.howgoodisthis.net.au).  
They’re an adventurous mob who just like getting out in the bush  
so they can have that “How good is this?” moment.

Now that’s my kind of thinking. That’s why I trail run. 

I’ll take a punt and say that someone like Vizey won’t always win, but  
I bet he’ll always run trails, because while I may not be addicted to his 
drug of winning (nor do I have the talent or work ethic), he’s most 
definitely addicted to the same drug of the trail experience that I am. 

So in the trail world, winners and losers aren’t all that different,  
really. Win, lose, whatever. So long as we’re running dirt, it’s  
win-win for all, even for a loser like me. 

I am a loser

1 0 ausTralian Ed’s lETTEr > chris ord
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It was Billy Connolly who joked “you know you’re getting  
old when you let out little involuntary groans every time you 
raise your arse out of a chair”. 

When I first heard this a few years back it seemed quite funny –  
I could relate to it because that’s exactly what my dear old dad did.  
But just recently I’ve found the odd involuntary grunt escaping 
my lips as I raise my own arse off the couch to go in search of  
a thirst-quenching ale.  And so the joke has soured. 

This is not the only sign that at the grand old age of 51 I may  
be a little past my prime. For example, there is the inescapable 
fact that hills I was regularly running up a few years back are 
often now taken at a fast walk instead. Then there’s the laughable 
spectacle of me doing ‘speed’ training that I’d rather not discuss 
in any detail for fear of embarrassing myself further.

But has any of this diminished the sense of pure joy and 
excitement that trail running gives me? Absolutely not. In fact  
in a perverse way it may even increase it. Beating someone  
20 years my junior is certainly a joyous affair that I can never  
imagine myself tiring of, even if it does become less commonplace  
as the years tick away.

Nevertheless, crossing the ‘great divide’ into undeniable middle 
age is a major milestone. Life seems busier than ever and finding 
the time to slip on the trail shoes for a dose of my much-needed 
medicine is often a challenge. But this medicine is important.  
It is my drug of choice; my elixir of youth. I may not be able to  
physically wind back the clock but there is no doubt that regular  
trail runs keep me feeling younger than my years. And conversely,  
a short absence from the single track I crave leaves me feeling 
every bit my age or more. 

I mention all this because just recently I have been inspired by  
three ‘old fellas’ who all still love their trail running. Their stories  
offer hope to all of us that so long as we keep using them our bodies 
can carry us through many more years of trail adventures. I hope 
we can do a feature article on the theme of ‘use it or lose it’ in an 
upcoming edition, but in the meantime here’s my very quick nod  
to three fine men who fill me with admiration and optimism.

The first is sprightly Jim Kettlewell who recently won the 65-69 
year age category at the Xterra World Trail Running Championships 
in Hawaii. In hot and humid conditions Jim also saw off countless 
younger runners to take 53rd place overall.

The second is 79-year old Brian Smith who I ran with for a little 
while at this year’s Great Cranleigh Kauri Run. At a time of life  
when most have long ago hung up their trail shoes Bill was out there  
taking on this very challenging run with a spirit and enthusiasm  
(not to mention a trendy pair of long Skins) that defied his years.  
He finished ahead of men 40 years younger in a time of 5 hrs 45 mins.

And then there’s the indomitable Ray Willett, who at age 75 is  
the only man to have completed 23 of the 24 Kepler Challenge  
races held so far. There’s a beautiful clip in this year’s race video 
where Ray is asked for his predicted time. His answer was  
“well, let’s see, what’s today? Saturday. I should be finished by 
Tuesday morning”. He did of course finish with a huge smile and  
not in last place in a time of 11hrs 58 mins.

All of which goes to prove that if we keep on using it and refuse  
to lose it there is much to look forward to even if Billy Connolly  
is no longer funny. 

mal laW, nz EdiTor 
www.runningwildnz.com 

nz Ed’s lETTEr > mal law

Use it or Lose it

www.runningwildnz.com
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Far north Queensland’s Hinchinbrook Island has  
long been a favourite of colonial explorers and  
modern day walkers, but recently runners have  
turned their attentions to its trails. Living only an  
hour from Hinchinbrook’s shores, chris White takes  
on a traverse, north to south, of his backyard isle

Words and Images > Chris White

my baCkyard > hinchinbrook island

My Backyard >  
Hinch on the Hoof
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Arthur (1912-1991) and Margaret Thorsborne, a couple possessing a greater 
connection with Hinchinbrook Island than perhaps any others since the  
Bandjin, who enjoyed near perfect hunter gatherer conditions there for  
thousands of years, titled their outstanding book Hinchinbrook Island:  
The Land Time Forgot. Time may well forget Australia’s largest island  
national park, but visitors certainly do not.

Commander John Lort Stokes of the HMS Beagle described Hinchinbrook’s 
‘lofty range of hills’ in 1843 as the ‘Cordillera of Eastern Australia’. Around 
the same time Joseph Beete Jukes (yes, both these gentlemen’s names are real), 
the naturalist aboard the HMS Bramble and HMS Fly, described the island’s 
topography as the “most singularly broken mass of hills I ever saw, covered  
with rugged knolls, and sharp inaccessible pinnacles, and furrowed by deep  
and precipitous gullies and ravines.”

More recently, the island’s impressive Thorsborne Trail regularly features  
in ‘Top Ten’ lists (Adventure.com.au, Australian Geographic, BestHike.com)  
for wilderness hikes and multiday walks. It is a place so scenic, so diverse,  
so pristine and so proudly and ruggedly wild, that visitors cannot help but  
be sent home with their wilderness batteries recharged and vowing to return.  

With this in mind, anyone keen on running in wild places will appreciate the 
growing excitement we felt launching the tinny at Cardwell, rounding Hecate 
Point and entering Missionary Bay, destined for the Thorsborne Trail’s  
northern end. We intended to run its length, then be ferried back to the main-
land that afternoon from its southern end. The plan was to spread the 32kms 
of rugged trail out over the course of the day, splitting it up into enjoyable 
chunks broken regularly by morale soaring swims, view absorbing stops,  
chats with fellow trailites (of the walking kind) and, most importantly, delight 
in the kind of wilderness experience for which Hinchinbrook is renowned.

Excitement turned to awe as our boat weaved up Missionary Bay’s intricate  
network of creeks, which bisect a very solid expanse of mangroves. Adding 
to the splendour was the impression of seemingly being directly underneath 
the towering Mt Bowen (1121m) with its 300m-high cliffs reflecting the early 

morning light. Awe was in turn replaced with relief as the boardwalk through to 
Ramsay Bay came into view, indicating the correct combination of creeks, crossovers 
and left and right branches had been selected on our route. Excited and relieved,  
the Thorsborne Trail Run was underway.

The idea had originally been bandied about between Sarah, Jason and I on a recent 
Hinchinbrook kayak trip. As we admired seaward vistas we discovered, perhaps unsur-
prisingly, a shared affection for Hinchinbrook and the scenic trail snaking along its 
Eastern coastline. Just a few weekends later, with stars aligning in the form of a cool 
clear Saturday (cool for a tropical summer), marine conditions allowing tinny (a small 
aluminium outboard boat for you non-sea dogs) access, availability of a tinny driver 
(thanks Dad) and a late afternoon ferry timetabled from the southern end, we found 
ourselves on Ramsay Bay, “shaking the dust of civilization off our feet”, as self-styled 
beachcomber and literary man EJ Banfield had in these parts 114 years earlier.

At the southern end of Ramsay Bay, Sarah and I donned shoes while Jason retraced 
his steps in search of his. Guaranteeing him first shout that afternoon, they’d si-
lently bounced out of his pack as we’d jogged bare footed in the soft sand of Ramsay 
Bay. Fortunately they fell well above the gentle swells and incoming tide. 

The climb to the saddle below Nina Peak was a tough introduction to Hinchinbrook 
trail running. Roots and rocks made it rough and technical, the gradient was steep 
and the valley was noticeably sheltered from the cool southeasterly sea breeze we were 
relying on to keep conditions runnable. With little idea of post Cyclone Yasi track 
conditions ahead (and therefore likely run time), and some serious sweating already 
started, we erred on the side of caution and gave the side trip up Nina Peak a miss. 

The descent to Nina Bay was much more enjoyable – exposed to the sea breeze, views 
of sharp and inaccessible pinnacles and the white sandy arcs of beaches. The track 
was also slightly less technical, and the first of many cool creek crossings reminded  
us of the kind of running experience we’d been hoping for.   

Half a metre of rain a couple of weeks prior removed any delusions about keeping 
our feet dry, but it also meant even rocky little gullies held reliable flowing water, 
while the larger creeks were running refreshingly cool and ridiculously clear.  

“hinchinbrook island and its little group of fellow isles, its waters and the strip  
of mainland it lies beside are of a beauty that catches not just the eye  
but the heart of people responsive to the spirit of places.” — Judith Wright.

1 6 my baCkyard > hinchinbrook island

Adventure.com.au
BestHike.com
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The creek at the southern end of Boulder Bay tumbled freshwater straight onto the 
beach and became our first stop. With water bottles refilled we began the scram-
ble over the series of rocky headlands to Little Ramsay Bay. Shoe-fulls of fine  
white sand meant another stop on the banks of Warrawilla Lagoon and another  
opportunity to pause and silently admire the formidable Mt Bowen reflected above. 

Another windless, hot and humid climb took us to the saddle behind Banksia 
Bay. The deep clear waters of Banksia Creek cascading just beyond this became 
the first of many very enjoyable swims for the trip. The trail then dropped us 
down into the wilds of the North Zoe Creek catchment and its extensive swamp, 
mangrove, paperbark and rainforest communities. This proved to be the slowest 
section of the run, with Cyclone Yasi’s unimaginable fury and destructive power 
most clearly demonstrated here throughout the (former) rainforest sections. 
Regular creek crossings and wait-a-while desnagging stops further impeded our 
steady momentum before bursting out onto the glorious beach of Zoe Bay.

This marked the halfway point and while the highest peak of the day at 260 
metres still lay ahead we were confident that the slower, more technical half was 
behind us and, more importantly, swims at Zoe and Mulligan falls ahead. 

A combined swim and extended lunch stop above Zoe Falls provided relief 
from the midday heat while also boosting morale and regulating core body 
temperature nicely. The swim proved vital with the following climb to the sad-
dle between Zoe and Diamantina catchments proving to be long, windless and 
exposed to the heat of a very tropical midday sun. Upon reaching the saddle 
and open vegetation, the views southeast to the Palm Group of Islands and 
south to the trail winding down to our next swim made it well worthwhile. 

Long flowing downhill followed with a dip in Diamantina Creek achieving the 
dual purpose of putting the fun back in the run and washing off the most recent 
sweat created salt-crust, before a steep technical descent down to the glorious 
swimming hole at Mulligan Falls. With plenty of time before the scheduled ferry 
departure from nearby George Point an extended swim was in order, with giant 
jungle perch swimming calmly and inquisitively through crystal clear, cool water.

Even the final few kilometres of flat beach running were spectacular: the breeze 
swinging to the northeast, the ocean calming, the air cooling and the peaks of  
Diamantina and Straloch rising impressively above. The reliable hard sand surface 
all the way to George Point presented the opportunity to reflect on the day’s run and 
muse about travelling super light (my pack started the day weighing in at less than 1kg)  
so as to enjoy what are usually considered multiday trails in a day. 

We were aware of the argument that ‘rushing’ along these trails means you miss  
a fair chunk of what you’d experience at a calmer pace, but consider how many  
times you’ve run along a trail and surprised a group of walkers focused so deeply  
on their own conversations or the overwhelming weight of their packs they’d  
failed to notice you, let alone enjoy the subtleties of the world around them.  
At times the senses can be so alert when running a particularly sweet section of  
trail, other trail users are smelt before they are seen or heard and well before they 
become aware of you.  

And while we were in complete (yet slightly weary) agreement that the Hinchinbrook 
Run was among the most enjoyable any of us had been lucky enough to experience, 
this rugged, wild and ‘new-found’ trail had strengthened our belief in trail running. 
The Thorsborne Trail had unmistakably shown that in spirit, scenery, enjoyment 
and access to truly wild places trail running brazenly dwarfs its modern day, mind-
numbing urban offspring. Some folk go to church to seek similar fulfilment,  
others go to the pub. Some do both. Me – I’ll be heading back to Hinchinbrook  
and its “little group of fellow isles”. 

Chris White is the race co-ordinator of the Dirty Northern Trail Running Series, three cracking 
events showcasing the most scenic and diverse, as well as the most enjoyable and runnable  
rainforest trails in the north Queensland region. His 2011 trail race wins include the Great  
Pyramid Race, Porcupine Gorge Challenge and Spiny Cray Ultra. Sarah Warren (who  
accompanied Chris on Hinchinbrook) recently won the women’s 74km Cairns to PortDouglas  
Trail Run while Jason Hedges, also mentioned; well, he’s just a bloody good bloke.

adventuresportnq.info/events/trail-running 
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I duck out the front door and hit the  
pavement running. The peak hour traffic  
is at a standstill, the sound of angry  
motorists’ horns filling the air. I run  
down a side street, then another. At the  
end is a footbridge. I cross it, then turn  
left. I am on single trail. Beside me runs  
the silent waters of the Yarra, the track  
ducking and weaving for kilometres along  
its wooded, winding length; the madness  
of the city is a million miles away.

Living in big cities, in suburbs divided  
into geometric perfection, most of us don’t 
have the luxury of endless single trail to  
explore. But what I love about runners is 
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that we are nothing if not curious; we love  
to discover the unmade fringes of cities,  
the forgotten pathways known only to  
runners and dog walkers, where tracts  
of bush and single trail can be linked into 
runs that let you escape, if only for a while, 
the suffocating clasp of suburban streets.

I have always been an itinerant traverser  
of the suburbs. Moving to a new area I 
sometimes feel like an explorer casting my 
running net ever wider in search of single 
trail. In my travels I have discovered that 
some ‘burbs are lean and sparse, laid out 
with all the imaginative meanness of a  
economic rationalist, bereft of hidden  
spaces and patches of bush. Others are older 
and more chaotic, riven by hills that kick 
geometry out of whack, or cut through by  
the slow curves of a river or creek. It is these 
suburbs that hold the most hidden treasure.

In the very heart of my city, Melbourne  
– a place with no shortage of dull, flat,  
unimaginative suburbs – the best trails follow 
waterways. And the king of runner’s rivers is 
the Yarra. I have run beside its muddy brown 
waters ever since I moved down from the 
country, and different sections of the Yarra 
remind me vividly of different stages of my life.  

Ducking off the busy streets of Richmond 
onto the Yarra’s meandering oxbow bends,  
the rich, dense smell of hops from the Carl-
ton & United Brewery heavy in the air,  
brings backs memories of uni and escaping  
the long hours in front of my computer to 
clear my head. Years later, living further 
upstream in Fitzroy, I would run the circuit  
down past Collingwood Children’s Farm, 
across the footbridge, then back up the single  
trail, up past Dights Falls and the steep  
hill above Yarra Bend, passing the gay  
beat at the top of the hill (the bush filled 
with furtive men) and back home past the 
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boathouse. When life took me out into the  
‘burbs of Northcote, I would run down 
Merri Creek and its pools of giant carp to  
the Yarra, then north from the boathouse,  
up along single trail, past the multi-million  
dollar homes and the sharp, animal stink of  
the fruit bat colony and its symphony of 
squeaking, to Fairfield Boathouse, then back.

Training for the Cradle Run down in Tassie,  
my brother and I would run for hours 

north along the Yarra, losing and then 
re-finding the path, sallying further and 
further as we got fitter, sharing the single 
trails with mountain bike riders who would 
fly along the trails ahead of us, flitting back 
and forth through the bush at high speed.

And then there are all the other urban  
surprises: running past homeless men 
camped under bridges; coming across  
coupling couples in odd spots; seeing  
the sun set over the city after a rainstorm;  
spotting a snake slithering off a warm rock  
or a fox slipping silently into the bush;  
passing Vietnamese fishermen dropping in a 
quiet line; the other day running home in a  
storm I passed a tortoise going the other way.

And this is the beauty of running – it takes 
you places around your city. And yes, if you 
look hard enough it can take you off bitu-
men. You get to know it in a more intimate 
way and, at the same time, you escape, 
temporarily at least, some of its  
clutches. Running becomes a retreat to  
be alone with our thoughts. But to me  
the best running – trail running – is when  
you escape even your own mind, when  
there is nothing but the track and you  
navigating it. The easy miles in the moment.

http://www.brooksrunning.com.au
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BRooKs  
essentIAL JAcKet 

& InFInItY cAP
You’re about to bolt off into the bush on a trail jaunt, 
you look up at the sky and it winks at you in a cold, grey 
manner and says : “I dare ya!” before pattering you in the 
eye with a little spittle. Not a downpour, just little moisture 
to give you hint of what could be ahead if Mother Nature 
decides she’s moody that day. What you need is not an 
armour-plated garbage bag of a jacket, but something 
light, soft but water repellent, breathable, but it’s getting 
dark, so it’s gotta be reflective. And you happen to like 
the colour blue. Matches your eyes. Essentially, you need 
something like the Essential: a lightweight, water resistant 
jacket, with a back vent for breathability and front to back 
retroreflectivity. Comfort in a shower is the key here where 
wicking needs to work  - and it does with this jacket. The 
adjustable drawstring wast keeps it on your hips rather 
than swishing annoyingly around, and the full front zip 
with inner storm guard and zipper garage maintains the 
protection. The wrist set up could have done with some 
Velcro adjustable straps – the eastic wristband not enough 
to keep the wet from dribbling down my arm, and the 
internal moisture-proof media pocket is really only for the 
most nano of Pods. Overall, though a super comfy run in 
the rain jacket. I teamed the jacket with the HVAC Infiniti 
Mesh Cap, featuring a 40+ sun blocking upper with mesh 
sides that kept the head temp regulated. They spruik a dark 
hue for under the brim as a feature reducing glare – great 
for running through snow but in general track conditions, 
dark dirt soaks up the rays more than bounces it back 
anyway. Good thought though. And both jacket and cap…
well…they match my eyes.

RRP > AU$130.00 / $40.00

www.brooksrunning.com.au

Where have you been all my scratched up, pebbled-shoe, hobbled-foot 
life oh Moxie Gators? Rarely do you come across a product that you just 
love. As in, not just think ‘hey they’re cool but so are the twenty-two 
other products just like them on the market’. But love as in ‘I haven’t 
come across anything at all as good as these’. And how’s the timing of 
my discovery? In this edition of Trail Run Mag you’ll note an article 
by Andy Hewat on running with snakes nipping at your hells/ankles/
shins in the summer heat. Well, whack these puppies on and you’ll feel a 
whole lot more confident cruising through the bush. The Moxie Gators 
provide enough coverage to ward off ‘envenomation’ – that’s a fancy 
word for when the fang gets in deep enough to inject the nasty stuff. 
This is not scientifically proven by Moxie, of course – it’s a subjective, 
judgment on my behalf. I did not put my leg in front of an angry snake. 
But I did feel a lot safer running in the Moxies these past months as 
the sun warmed and the likelihood of a serpent on trail increased.  
Clad in these, I didn’t hold back, and my nerves and eyes weren’t  
darting for a sign of a coiled strike. No, I flew along the trail feeling like 
a fleet footed version of Ned Kelly. With just shin guards. Of course, 
the Moxies aren’t usually about snake protection. That was just relevant 
at the time of writing. They are brilliant for guarding against Australia’s 
sharp, low slung bracken and bush, while being so comfy you forget they 
are on you – nothing at all like standard bushwalking gators. 

I’m not the only one to fall in love. The guys at iAdventure  
(www.iadventure.com.au) love them too, after testing them over  
ten gruelling days at the recent Adventure Racing World Champs: 

“All I can say is ‘Wow!’” writes team captain Matt Koerber  “You’re onto  
a winner with this piece of kit. In terms of performance the gaiters 
didn’t feel like a burden to wear, and in fact you pretty much forget 
that you’re wearing them after a while, save for the fact that your  
legs aren’t getting ripped to shreds. The ankle gaiters were a revelation 
too, really good fit and kept absolutely everything out of the shoes.” 

Yeah, what he said...

Performance Gators > AU$40 
Ankle Gators > AU$30 
Combined set > AU$70

moxiegear.com.au

moxie gear 
gaiters

Special Offer > 30% off Brooks apparel for Trail Run  
Magazine readers at  www.brooksrunning.com.au  
Simply enter the code “Trailrun” to receive your discount. 

www.brooksrunning.com.au
www.iadventure.com.au
moxiegear.com.au
www.brooksrunning.com.au
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sPoRteez ‘sHocK   
ABsoRB’

There’s an online pic of a guy pumping his fist as he crosses the line to 
grab a gold medal at the European Games in Athens in 1969. The get up 
was surely titillating for the day given the eyeful of nipple. The athlete’s 
white chain mesh top is straight from a Madonna film clip circa Material 
Girl phase and the pair of shorts could pass as budgie smugglers. Would 
you believe that this is Ron Hill, the guy now known for well-regarded 
running clobber? Thankfully, I can’t find a modern version of that top 
(although it’d be a hotcake seller for those heading to the Oxford Street 
festival). Instead, what now lines Ron Hill’s online shopping shelves 
is a growing range of trail specific gear that is gaining a reputation for 
its comfort in the wilds. Of course, Hill is more known for his road 
running gear, but sweat and chafe know not whether you are on trail or 
bitumen and we are talking a set of shorts and a tee here… Pertinently, 
Hill has a Phd in textile chemistry, and he’s run every day of every year 
since 1964. So the man has a solid base knowledge of what works from 
both the lab and field perspective. He’s no longer at the pointy end of 
what was his company, but he remains on board as an ambassador and 
the clothing still exemplifies his performance approach.

I trialed the Mens Trail S/S Graphic Tee and a pair of Trail Twin 
Shorts. Both showed Ron Hill (the company) knows its stuff, despite 
that long ago aberration in Athens. The lightweight tee was slickly  
comfortable and garnered enough comments from the fairer sex to  
have me thinking I’d finally reached the hallowed halls of fashiondom. 
It’s Vapourlite fabric wicked supremely well and flatlocked seams meant 
no rub anywhere. The shorts were tested over roughly 55 kilometres  
and were barely there – that is, I didn’t notice them. A good thing. 
Smartly, the shorts have a zip security pocket for valuables, and four 
stretch pockets a perfect fit for energy bars. Never sure about hand 
pockets in running shorts, which these feature in addition – but  
a minor point. Internal undies keep seams away from your bits and  
the elastic is double stitched for longevity. Best thing about both tee  
and shorts? They’re now available in Australia and word on the trail  
is there will be a bigger product line hitting our shores in 2012.

RRP > Tee $35.00 / Trail Twin Short $50.00

www.ronhilldownunder.co.uk

ron Hill  
grapHic tee & 
trail twin sHorts

Am I going to tell you that after two months of using Sporteez’s Shock Absorb 
powder, a mixture or Glucosamine and MSM (methylsuphonylmethane -  
Go say it tens times over), that my knees are back to their teenager best? Nup. 
There’s no science to that. Have my decidedly dodgy knees – self diagnosed 
with runners’ knee – felt better since using? Yup. Still no science there. 

Is the improvement down to Sporteez? Who the hell knows.  
I’ll keep trialing it and see how we go. 

What I do know is that every doctor I’ve spoken to about Glucosamine for 
joint recovery goes off record and nods their head in the affirmative while 
furtively looking over their shoulder lest the Medical Board Against All Non-
Hardcore Medicines should be listening and strike their license to practice for 
medical heresy. They reckon studies do seem to show that after three months 
of Glucosamine consumption, there is improvement in joint soreness. 

Does your mutilated cartilage actually regenerate? That’s harder to tell. 

Sporteez does claim on its website ‘joint repair’, indicating the white 
coated bods behind the product do believe in life after cartilage death.  
I haven’t gone in with arthroscopic devices (yet) to determine the state  
of my knees, but the claim of decreased pain and inflammation I can  
attest to, having started using this product in the lead up to (but no early 
enough for) the Great Ocean Walk 100. 

Did my knees recover better than usual? Yes. 

Interestingly, Sporteez’s heritage is in hockey players. “When I learned that 
almost half of the women’s Australian Hockey Team from the nineties  
had knee reconstructions, I wanted to develop a product that cared for  
and assisted in recovery of knees,” says Sporteez founder Tane Apanui.  
But he’s a hockey coach, not a scientist. So he went to Professor Colin  
Barrow, Chair of Biotechnology at Deakin University Geelong for advice. 
The result is a 50/50 split of easily absorbable Glucosamine and MSM,  
the pair both noted in various studies for joint care and regeneration. 

Here’s the blurb: “Glucosamine is an amino sugar that…stimulates the 
production of two essential building blocks of cartilage and also inhibits  
the production of chondrocytes, enzymes that break down cartilage. It also  
appears to suppress the destructive enzymes collagenase and phospholipase.”

In effect, supplementing with glucosamine is akin to giving your body  
the raw materials it needs to rebuild cartilage - but naturally. 

The science of its partner powder, MSM, which supplies sulphur to the 
body, is thin on the ground, but not disproven. One study (PR Usha et al) 
did show that 1.5g per day of MSM (alone or in conjunction with glucosa-
mine sulfate) was helpful in relieving symptoms of knee osteoarthritis. 

Upshot: I’ll let you know if my knees are still knockin in six months.

RRP > $26.95

www.sporteez.com.au

www.ronhilldownunder.co.uk
www.sporteez.com.au
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For aussies tackling  
trails this summer, they are  
a huge risk factor; for Kiwis  

crossing the ditch they represent  
a challenge to keep adrenaline  

high and foot placement honest.  
snakes, people, some of  
the world’s deadliest... 

but should they stop your  
summer trail forays?

Words > Andy Hewat
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He goes on: “In Australia we don’t know the number of bites because  
we can never know what cases are ‘stick’ bites and what cases are  
bites without envenomation, or bites by non-venomous snakes –  
we estimate this is of the order of 3000, perhaps more.” 

The trouble is, out on the trail we won’t know the difference  
between stick and envenomation either. 

“In my Darwin study of one year there were 70 suspected cases but  
only three envenomations (two brown, one mulga). So there are  
likely to be more ‘bites’ in bushwalkers, but only a small percentage 
will cause envenomation,” he said.

So while there is a strong possibility that a snake won’t bite us,  
and even in the unlikely event it does there will most probably  
be no poison injected, we still have to treat any bite as a potential 
envenomation until proven otherwise.

Trail running legend, Paul Every, is also a snake expert having worked 
for may years as a Reptile Keeper at Sydney’s Taronga Zoo. He is 
passionate about snakes and regularly shares his knowledge with other 
runners. On what to do if you encounter a snake Paul recommends: 
“First, stop and stand still. Snakes’ visual systems have evolved to 
perceive movement more effectively than defining and identifying  
a large static shape. By standing still they are often likely to see you 
as an inanimate part of the environment such as a rock or tree and 
continue doing their thing. Just admire them while they move on.” 

He adds that if this doesn’t go to plan and the snake is aware of you back 
away slowly. “You can’t always tell when they are going to strike, but 
regard any snake adopting a defensive posture with an elevated head and 
neck in an S-shape, as being prepared to strike,” says Paul.

Paul notes that while some species are more agile than others, “as a 
rough guide a body length will put you outside a snake’s strike range.” 

“Snakes bite for two reasons: when hunting to capture or envenomate 
food or as a means of defense against a perceived potential predator. 
Bites on humans fall into the latter category. It is a defensive response  
to a threat from a much larger animal.”

the snake reared up and moved towards me, sniffing the air with 
its flicking forked tongue. I swear it was trying to stare me down, 
I was mesmerised and slowly conceded ground. But it kept coming 
towards me with its head raised. The click of my camera excited  
it and it lunged at me. Needless to say, I beat a hasty retreat. It is  
at moments like that - when we are alone in the bush, miles  
from help, often out of phone range - when the question arises:  
what would I do if I was actually bitten by a snake out on a trail run?

First aid tells us to swaddle the bitten limb from end-to-end  
in compression bandages and further splint it to immobilise the  
entire limb. The victim should keep still and wait for medical  
assistance. Which is fine if you are expecting someone to find you, 
but what if, as is often the case, you are alone on a little-used trail, 
with no prospect of another person happening along? What if the 
alarm isn’t raised over your absence for another day, or more? 
Does anyone even know where you are? The question hovers  
uncomfortably, if bitten on trail do I stay put or do I go?  
Do I comply with accepted first aid and compress, immobilise,  
rest and wait? Or get the hell out of there, make for the nearest  
trailhead, area with phone reception or back to the car? 

Tough call, with potentially serious consequences, but is it  
really that dramatic? And do you really have a choice? 

Asked what we should do in this situation, Dr Geoff suggests:  
“If you get bitten on the leg (most likely in this setting) you need 
to apply bandages. You then also need to remain completely still – 
that is, lay down, do not move at all, and then get stretchered out. 
Walking almost any distance will negate any effect of the bandage.” 

He notes problematically that runners are unlikely to be carrying 
sufficient bandages to adequately immobilise and compress the leg 
and without mobile reception there is little chance of that stretcher. 

So yes, it really is that dramatic. Quizzed further about the  
low numbers of snakebites, Dr Geoff points out he is quoting 
only confirmed envenomations – cases where poison is actually 
injected via the fangs. 

At the race briefing for the Great Ocean Walk 100km trail race, Park 
Ranger Nick pointed out that in the last five years only two walkers on 
the route had needed evacuation for snakebite. Sounds like good odds.

Yet earlier that afternoon, Canadian entrant Leslie and her partner 
Keith were out for a last minute leg-loosener over the first few  
kilometres of the track and they encountered three snakes in ten  
minutes. Less good odds. 

The guru of snakebite management in this country, Dr Geoff Isbister 
(Emergency Consultant at Newcastle Mater Hospital, Clinical  
Toxicology researcher at Newcastle University and Project Manager  
for the Australian Snakebite Project), points out that most snake  
bites in Australia involve men and alcohol and interfering with snakes, 
not running on trails.

“In the last eight years of research we’ve had two people bitten by  
snakes while bush walking and we probably get notified of at least  
50 per cent of serious bites. So the chance of getting bitten by a snake 
is low, if you are sensible,” says Geoff. Better odds.

Yet Geoff talks about walkers, while the circumstances in which  
runners may encounter snakes are quite different; we come up  
on snakes a lot quicker, have less time to react and there is a potential 
higher fright factor for the snake. Ergo, more danger. Add in more 
trail runners beginning to pound the paths as the sport’s popularity 
grows and the odds worsen.

There are few things that instil fear as universally as a sudden encounter 
with a snake. Even those generally comfortable in close proximity to them 
will skip a beat when they round a corner and nearly step on a coiled 
snake. Majestic, sleek and breathtakingly beautiful, snakes are refined  
by millions of years of evolution into incredibly efficient creatures.  
To observe them in their natural habitat is a treat. But the ‘their’ is  
important: as runners we venture into their domain. With acceptance  
of that comes the need to respect their space and their right of way. 

A snake will not come after you. Well, they are not supposed to come 
after you. I recall a sunny late autumn afternoon on the Australian Alps 
Walking Track almost stepping on a shiny black beauty. I backed away and 
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By way of context, Paul concedes that in his 30 years of trail  
running he has only ever heard of two runners being bitten by snakes,  
both by Eastern Browns. One guy was a triathlete competing in the 
early 1990s, the other was an American rogainer out for the World 
Championships in 2007. Both survived. 

If so few trail runners actually get bitten, why do we fuss over  
snakes so much? 

Dr Geoff offers some insight with a sobering description of being 
bitten: “Most medically important snakes in Australia cause a clotting 
abnormality (brown, tiger, taipan) and this develops very rapidly,  
usually within one hour. This clotting abnormality is a bit like  
haemophilia though in the vast majority of cases it will not cause 
bleeding unless you also have trauma/injury. It lasts about 12 to  
36 hours and in that time you don’t want to fall or cut yourself. 

“The other effects are paralysis and muscle damage – both of these  
are effects that develop over hours – to prevent these you need  
treatment within about six hours. However, if they do develop they 
can still be treated in hospital, you would just be sick for a few days, 
sometimes requiring intensive care. 

“Potentially the bitten person could ‘collapse’ (this occurs rapidly, 
within an hour), and mainly results from brown snake bites –  
rarely this results in the heart stopping and death, and there isn’t 
much you can do about that. (This is the most common reason for 
snake-bite related deaths in the modern era). A combination of  
this early collapse and the clotting problems can result in major 
bleeding – so if you are alone you should not be standing up or  
in a position that if you pass out you will hit your head or chest.” 

And that is why we take it seriously. Effective, timely treatment  
can mean the difference between life and death.

In the event of the worst-case scenario and when faced with  
the stay or go quandry, as an Emergency Consultant Dr Geoff  
recommends the accepted first aid protocol of compress,  
immobilise and wait.  However, on the plus side, he offers good 
odds that you won’t get bitten in the first place and points out  
that “running alone out of mobile range entails risks and I suspect 
despite the fear, snake envenoming is not one of the major risks, 
and you are more likely to injure yourself in some other way.” 

Finally, he does have one piece of advice that offers a absolute  
guarantee of not getting bitten: “You could always go trail  
running in New Zealand.”

First aid > snakebite
* Do not attempt to catch or kill the snake.

* Phone or send for medical assistance. Where possible, help 
should be brought to the patient rather than moving the patient.

* Reassure the patient and encourage them to remain calm,  
 have them remain as still as possible.

* Apply a pressure bandage to the envenomed limb (see website).  
 If the bite is to the trunk, apply firm pressure to the bitten area.  
 Do not restrict chest movement.

* Splint or sling the limb to restrict movement. 

australian Venom research unit     www.avru.org

www.avru.org
http://www.runningwildnz.com/wild-tours/tots/
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over a hundred years ago, the great oxford forest 
extended from the Canterbury foothills down onto  
the plains, providing the fledgling city of Christchurch  
with a great source of building timber. yet despite 
extensive logging the mainly inaccessible foothills  
and gullies remain cloaked in virgin forest with a 
plethora of enticing pack tracks and trails – a legacy  
that can be enjoyed by the trail runners of today.

EVEnT PrEViEW > bedrock 50 > near christchurch nz

bedrock

Lisa Nicholl and Rich Ainley, both accomplished ultra 
runners, know how much the Canterbury foothills have 
to offer. Wanting to showcase the region’s outstanding 
track system, they last year ran the inaugural Bedrock50 
ultramarathon (ok, it’s actually 53km, but who’s really 
counting) with great success. 

“This is a true trail runner’s course, nearly 36km of pristine 
single-track, outstanding scenery and really achievable for 
those wanting to add an ultra to their bucket list, yet a definite 
challenge for more seasoned campaigners too,” enthuses Lisa.

Having run several 100-mile races in the States, Lisa and Rich 
wanted to bring a bit of that North American ethos to their home 
turf and so there is a real emphasis on support for the runners. 

That approach is perhaps most evident at the aid stations 
where competitors can expect a bit more than a cup of water 
and a jelly bean or two. 

“Great food at aid stations is an essential ingredient for a 
great race” reckons Lisa.

Starting at Coopers Creek car park near Oxford in North 
Canterbury, runners quickly enter the sublime black beech 
forest, where the sweet scent of the beech wax and dappled 
sunlight welcomes them. 

Slowly they climb, joining the popular Wharfdale Track that 
winds around the hills and over a saddle before dropping 
gently down the flowing single-track loved by mountain bikers 
and runners alike, into the Townsend river to arrive at the 
first aid station. Here, there’s the opportunity to stop and 
enjoy the virtual supermarket of home-baked carbo and sugar 
goodies and salt-laden pick-me-ups.

The course then continues along open grasslands, joins the 
Lees Valley road for a flat and fast 7km of shingle road before 
aid station number two. From here can be seen the dreaded 
Mt Richardson – a punishing 440 metre ascent in just 1.5km 
– made worthwhile by the stunning 360-degree views across 
the plains to the Southern Alps.

If they survive that, runners then settle in on some very sweet trail 
that wends its way through sub-alpine tussocks and forest across 
the tops, before dropping down, down, down to the finish. 

The inaugural event last year had competitors raving about the 
race organisation, incredible scenery and outstanding trails, and 
of course, the abundance of top quality nosh at the aid stations. 

Hmmm, sounds like the kind of race where you might actually 
put on some weight!

bedrock 50
 25 February 2012
www.bedrockevents.co.nz

www.bedrockevents.co.nz
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+ThE no shoEs shuFFlE

EnErgy gEls? ChECk. saFETy 
blankET? ChECk.  

hydraTion? ChECk.  
shoEs? um, shoEs? oh shiT…

Words > Nick White
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It’s the height of summer 2009, and although I don’t know it 
yet, I’ll get cancer soon, in June - and fall without choice into 
the care of all those who know me, and of so many who don’t.

But now, I crave the adventure and solitude of a mountain 
run. It’s my own indulgence; an escape from the unrelenting  
loud contact of my city life; a relief from its messages, its 
meetings, its connectedness, its expectations, and mine.

I’ll run the Mt Jumbo-Holdsworth Trail Race: 24kms of 
steep forest terrain with 1500 metres of climbing. The race  
requires an early morning start at the river below. Once 
before I’d driven from Wellington at 5am in the morning 
to get there, run the race, skipped the prize-giving, wolfed 
a sausage, salad and a pie and driven back to the city in the 
afternoon for a wedding. This time I’m determined to start 
relaxed: I’ll stay the night before in my tent at the foot of 
the mountain; I’ll claim the full experience as my own.

I leave Wellington on Friday evening after work, having 
bundled my tent and race gear hurriedly into the car, fearing 
interruption. The hill roads unwind me. I stop at the lodge 
on the Holdsworth road and enjoy a self-congratulatory 
pizza, savouring my escape.

After the pizza I drive the remaining 15 minutes along the 
road in darkness to the public campground at its end.  
It’s blissfully quiet here, with a sparse community of dome 
tents pitched around the perimeter of a large grass field, 
each tent glowing quietly in the night like a Chinese lantern. 
I drive to my spot slowly, not wanting to disturb anyone, 
but my car wheels crunch on the gravel road, announcing 
my arrival. I choose my campsite on the far side of the trees, 
away from the large family beach-head sprawled out from the 
fence, with the kids’ bikes dumped outside.

There’s no mobile phone coverage here at the foot of the  
mountains. No one can get me. It’s my time, and I’m free.

I wake at 6:30am. I feel tired, slow. I imagine a slow run,  
conceding the thought easily. I lie in my sleeping bag for  
another ten minutes, because I can.

It’s seven in the morning. I’m up, and I can’t find my 
running shoes. I empty my two bags, search the car, the 
ground around the car, underneath the car. 

I’ve left my running shoes at home.

I’m angry at myself. It’s not a dramatic anger: it’s quiet,  
bitter, severe. I’ve failed. There’s no-one around, but I’m  
ashamed. I have no energy. My shoulders drop, my head  
bows and I push out a sigh, my shape deflated like a worn  
Therm-a-Rest. The tent is damp and its air is stale. I’m sunk.

It’s too late to drive back for my shoes. Regardless of time,  
I won’t drive back. This is not a fear of the reaction of  
others or their mocking – I don’t comprehend those things  
(why would people laugh?). My critical self isn’t funny –  
it’s menacing. It’s the glowering thug with the baseball bat,  
the closing brick wall, the sharp broken glass to squeeze by.  
It hangs in the air like a thick, inescapable humidity. 

I don’t want to leave the tent. I can’t. I need the freedom  
of the run, the comfort of familiar trees and ferns, but  
I can’t have it. My head bows and the air seeps out again.

Outside there will be hundreds of runners here soon.  
Their sporty hatches will arrive packed with the latest fluoro 
gear, all of it breathable, ultra-light, gel cushioned and 
gaudy. There will be dozens and dozens of people with spare 
shoes. Friendly people, kind and like-minded. I know what 
the obvious thing to do is, but I can’t face it. I won’t bear it.

The Want turns bitter, and gleams with a streak of mad.  
I’ll run it in Tevas, I think. Sandals. One time I had  
climbed up Yosemite’s Half Dome in Tevas. I scaled its 
steep rock in the heat, swinging up the rusted safety cables, 
past hundreds of sweating, geared-up tourists in my 
irresponsibly inadequate Teva sandals. Past their startled 
disapproval with a silent smirk. I’ll do it again, I think,  
I’ll run the race in Tevas, stuff it. I’ll do it myself, I’m not 
going to give up my freedom. The belief ebbs and dissipates.

I’m in the tent. I can’t step out and ask. There’s nowhere else. 
I’m frozen, it’s an exhausting strain. But this isn’t fear, it’s  
an inability to accept help. I have to solve this myself, it’s  
my problem. I don’t deserve their help. What do I deserve?

I step out of the tent, muddled. The sky is bright blue and 
the air is sharp. Polar fleece trackpants on, warm athletic-
looking top. They’re protective layers. I collate my race 
gear: energy bars, my survey map, hydration pack and, of 
course, the survival blanket, a thin wisp of tinfoil dubiously 
rumoured to trap your body heat when you’re sprawled 
in strife on the side of a mountain. I’ve got all the gear to 
survive the race – but no shoes. Socks on. Tevas on.

i’m in ThE TEnT. i Can’T sTEP  
ouT and ask. ThErE’s noWhErE  

ElsE. i’m FrozEn, iT’s an  
ExhausTing sTrain.  

buT This isn’T FEar, iT’s an  
inabiliTy To aCCEPT hElP.  

i haVE To solVE This mysElF,  
iT’s my ProblEm.  

i don’T dEsErVE ThEir hElP.  
WhaT do i dEsErVE?
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Looking back now, I tell my past self: lacking shoes is 
merely ridiculous. Relax. Smile. Instead, I feel a vicious, 
unforgiving chagrin.

I walk to join the growing group of (organised) runners. 
There’s a false adrenalin building in me. I’ll run this 
mountain race, over its rock and bog and roots and  
through its streams in sandals. Yeah.

Within me, I know what I really have to do. What any normal  
person can so easily do. One memory makes the difference 
for me. I remember what my friend Lisa would do.  
She’d ask. She wouldn’t think.

It changes. There’s no build up, no epiphany.  
Rob the race organiser is there.

“Hey I want to run but I forgot my shoes.”

Rob just laughs. No judgement. 

“We’ll find you some shoes,” he says. Without moving,  
he yells out, “Does anybody have any spare shoes?”  
Straight away the guy standing next to me says casually, 
“Yeah, I’ve got some, what size are you?”

Suddenly, everything is possible. Craig’s shoes are two sizes 
too big, but I can wear three pairs of socks. The shoes are 
heavy and old, but they’re proper mountain shoes, stable  
and grippy. It’s all going to work; I’m going running today.  
“This guy’s forgotten his shoes,” says Rob to the safety  
gear-check woman, laughing. We all laugh.

The crowd of runners amass at the start of the race. I see 
a couple of workmates. ”I forgot my shoes,” I say proudly, 
“but I borrowed some. Look at my big Ronald McDonald 
feet! I’m wearing three pairs of socks!”

I start the run in the middle of the pack, among the crowd. 
Free among the crowd. We spread up the hill, through 
the trees. I run contentedly with another guy along the 
Atiwhakatu Track. We reach the astoundingly steep ‘rain 
gauge’ track. You don’t run the rain gauge track, you scale 
it. On the slow climb up, we peel off a few more places.

We run across the high ridge to Mt Jumbo, now looking  
down on the lower hilltops like a helicopter view over green  
dunes. It’s sparse up here, a few runners ahead and behind.

Down hill – I’m flying. I streak past a guy running gingerly over 
the swollen, gnarled track. Past one, past another, running free. 
Back down at the final foothills before the river, I’m finishing 
strong. I check my watch: just over three hours. Quick for me,  
I think. Good shoes.

At the finish there’s a small crowd milling around a barbecue  
and food table. I gulp down water and inhale a banana. More  
runners come in, happy, swapping stories of adventure up there.  

“How did you go?” says Nick G, my friend. Good I think,  
a good day, not a bad run. After a while the provisional  
results are printed and taped to the outside wall of the lodge. 
People crowd around. We squeeze in and look down the times.  
I’m stunned to see I’ve placed second. I had absolutely no idea.  
I’ve never placed in a race before.  

“Bro, you got second! What do you mean – not a bad run?”

At the prize giving, my name is announced. I go up and shake 
Rob’s hand. He tells the crowd: “This guy forgot his shoes  
this morning and had to borrow some! Must have been some 
pretty good shoes.” 

The crowd laughs, I laugh. “Thanks,” I say, soaring.

After the merit prizes there are spot prizes for all. Everyone  
can be a winner. Rob draws race numbers out of a large  
cardboard Bonita Banana carton. A t-shirt: Number X.  
A woman springs from the crowd to collect it. A Timex  
watch: Number XX. “Oooooh,” murmurs the crowd.  
Good prize. Then: a pair of Hi-Tech shoes, Number XXX. 

It’s me.  

“You’re not going to believe this,” says Rob. “It’s Nick White,  
the guy who forgot his shoes! Ha! Mate, you need these, well done!”

After the prize giving, I offer my new shoes to Craig,  
as thanks for helping me out. He won’t have it. 

“No, they’re yours,” he says. “You’ve earned it!”

That was the first ever race I placed in. The race was difficult, sure, 
but by far the hardest thing for me that day was asking for help.  
It began as me versus me, and the victory was in the asking *

suddEnly, EVEryThing  
is PossiblE.Craig’s shoEs arE  

TWo sizEs Too big,buT i Can  
WEar ThrEE Pairs oF soCks.  

ThE shoEs arE hEaVyand old,  
buT ThEy’rE ProPEr mounTain  

shoEs, sTablE and griPPy. 
iT’s all going To Work; 

i’m going running Today.

possible.Craig
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In the Footsteps of Giants
The largesT Trees in new Zealand casT Their  
spell on Those Tackling The kauri run, an  
evenT ThaT planTs one of The belagured  
naTives for every runner on course. genius.  
buT will TrMs Mal law geT anoTher planTed  
in his naMe or will he fall To The unThinkable?
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The ARC’s inaugural Kauri Run was held in 2004 and attracted 
140 adventure-thirsty runners to tackle what promised to be a 
tough but stunning course. For each one of these groundbreaking  
runners the organisers broke some ground of their own and 
planted a kauri tree along the route they had run. This far-sighted  
practice continues to this day and so far almost 1,600 future giants 
have started their long life courtesy of this unique programme.  
The organisers hope that one day there will be 10,000 trees lining 
the trail, forming a kauri avenue from the start at Waikawau Bay  
to the finish in Coromandel village.

I took part in that inaugural race. It was back in the days when  
I still had some speed in my legs, but even so the billed 24km  
of trail took me a shade over 3.5 hours to knock off. It was  
before the days of GPS watches so we had to take their word for it.  
They said it was 24km so we accepted it. This didn’t stop us  
scratching our heads and wondering why we were all so slow though. 
Yes, there was some tough climbing and a gnarly section towards  
the end but there was also that fast start along the firm golden  
sands of Waikawau Beach and that quad-smashing final descent 
down the Success Track. Curious, but there you go.

It was only a few years later we learned the truth. The course had 
been re-measured using more up-to-date technology and was  
now 32km long! Suddenly we felt vindicated and reassured that  
we were all greyhounds after all.  

But in all honesty length doesn’t matter. What matters is that it’s  
a stunner of a course featuring a great mix of beach, bush and  
ridge running. There are man-eating uphills and that last suicidal  
downhill. It has everything you could want to test yourself and  
scenery aplenty should you have the time or inclination to look.

a fully grown kauri Tree is big. very big. iT 
can grow To More Than 50 MeTres Tall and 
possess a girTh ThaT would require nine 
adulTs To link hands in order To give iT a 
collecTive hug. iT can live for More Than 
2,000 years. iT is iconic wiThin The kiwi psyche. 
yeT sadly only a Tiny fracTion of The once 
exTensive kauri foresTs reMain.

a fully grown Trail runner is, by coMparison, 
sMall. very sMall. iT will grow To no More 
Than Two MeTres and will live on average 
for only abouT 80 years. few, if any, of The 
species can claiM To have Made even a fainT 
denT on The naTion’s consciousness leT 
alone achieved iconic sTaTus. nobody wanTs 
To hug one, especially aT The end of a race. 
buT forTunaTely The species is Thriving and 
exTending iTs geographical range all The TiMe.

despiTe Their differences, Trail runners love 
kauri Trees; and now Thanks To The inspired 
efforTs of evenT organisers advenTure 
racing coroMandel (arc), kauri Trees  
have good reason To love Trail runners.

Words > Mal Law 
Images > Running Wild NZ,  Phil Platt & Rob Scott
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In 2006, a shorter 13km course (yes, it really is 13km) was added 
and the event grew considerably. I did this with my then 10-year 
old son and had a blast. Then after an absence of a few years I read 
that 2011 was seeing the introduction of a new 70km ultra distance  
option, starting at the tip of the Coromandel Peninsula and  
incorporating the stunning Northern Coromandel Peninsula Trail 
– one of the best bits of coastal track on the planet. I had to do it.

But I couldn’t. I had planned to run Kepler just two weeks later  
and surely this would be too close? But it’s a new ultra race through 
a stunning part of the country – how could I not do it? I will,  
I won’t, I will, I won’t... the struggle went on for months but the 
outcome was inevitable.

Six in the morning and dawn breaks over Fletchers Bay. I stand  
on the start line with 24 other runners. We’re mostly Kiwis but it’s 
great to see a couple of Aussies lining up and there’s an American 
couple here too. There’s also a very fit looking Swiss dude.  
Few of us have slept more than a couple of hours but we’re all 
excited at the prospect of the pioneering run that lies ahead of us. 
Excited and scared, for this is a daunting course that we face.

We set off into the rising sun, climbing across fields to the start of 
the coastal track. The going was good, the views spectacular. I had 
a carefully worked out race pace that was aimed to deliver me to the 
finish in 10 hours, hopefully a little quicker if there was some gas  
left in the tank for the final downhill burst. 

Without pushing it too hard I found myself 12km in and half  
an hour up on schedule. That’s when I made my big mistake.  
My naive thinking went something like this: “If I can make it to 
Waikawau Bay by 10.30am, I’ll be there for the start of the 32km 
race, and that means I’ll get to run with Sally (my wife who was 
running that version of the race) for a bit.” 

So keen was I to adhere to this mid-race madcap plan that I forgot all 
about the big picture and the need to conserve energy for the draining 
second half. Instead I ran hills that should have been walked and virtually  
sprinted the final couple of kilometres to the checkpoint when I realised 
my much-wished for reunion was a touch-and-go battle against the 
clock. In the end I staggered onto the beach just a minute after the  
gun had gone for the 13km and 32km starts and saw Sally disappearing 
into the distance just a couple of hundred metres ahead of me.

I had no energy to close the gap. In fact, I soon discovered I had just  
no energy. It was a warm day and I simply couldn’t keep on top of the 
fluid requirements. The exhaustion that came from pushing too hard 
combined with the lack of electrolytes (in my rush at the aid station  
just before the beach I’d left my Nuun capsules in my drop bag)  
started to take its toll and at 41km the wheels started to fall off.

This was not good timing as I was now facing the monster climb from 
sea level up on to the ridge and on to the high point of 520 metres.  
I was lucky to have the support of some 32km tailenders who gave me 
lots of encouragement. But I was feeling sick as a dog and totally  
incapable of ingesting any form of food. Even water was a struggle. 
Things were getting worse with each hesitant step I took. 

At the 54km aid station I decided enough was enough. I was going  
to succumb to the inevitable, hard to swallow DNF – my first ever.  
I sat down and said out loud: “That’s it, I’m out.” 

Then I realised that quitting without a broken leg meant a long  
wait for a quad bike to come along and pick me up at the end  
of the day. I may as well just walk the next 7kms to the road and  
pull out there instead. Off I plodded feeling very sorry for myself.  
I still felt like death but an hour or so later I realised I was at long  
last able to converse with the 32km tail-end charlies who had  
gathered me up in their wake. 

Another short sit down at the 61km check point, 
some magical fresh oranges (the first food to 
make it down in about four hours) and suddenly 
anything was possible. I was off again, up another 
filthy great hill and on to the most technical  
bit of the run. It was slow but I was moving.  
The mantra ‘Relentless Forward Motion’ was 
echoing around my head, but I now believed  
I was going to finish. And finish I did, even 
stretching out my legs a little on the final 5kms  
of downhill into Coromandel village. It wasn’t  
a flash time (10 hrs 50 mins) but I had kept  
my no-DNF record intact. 

With hindsight the great lesson learned –  
at least I hope I’ve learned – is to keep the end 
goal in mind at all times. Had I kept to my 
original plan and not pushed too hard to make 
it to Waikawau Bay I feel pretty sure I wouldn’t 
have blown up and would very likely have had the 
energy to go sub-10 hours. Yes, I should have 
listened to my head not my heart.

It wasn’t my best day but at least there’s now  
another kauri tree destined to grace the  
Coromandel hills because I was there. That’s 
seven that our family has contributed. But being 
such a classic race and the unfinished business 
that I have with the ultra distance, I suspect  
we’ll be contributing plenty more before we are 
done with the Great Cranleigh Kauri Run *

www.arcevents.co.nz/kaurirun

www.arcevents.co.nz/kaurirun
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Pulling the Pin.

ONE HUNdREd kilomETrEs is  
a long Way For anyonE  

To run, lET alonE a TEEnagEr 
Who has nEVEr run ClosE To 

ThaT disTanCE bEForE. so WhaT 
haPPEns WhEn anThony  
bishoP sTarEs doWn ThE  
barrEl oF QuiTsVillE in  

ThE grEaT oCEan Walk 100?
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   I wake up an hour before the race, fumbling for my headtorch.  
Sitting up in my sleeping bag I take a sip from my water bladder. 
Breakfast is a Nutella sandwich munched to the soundtrack of some 
chill-out tunes. None of that high-energy, pump-up guff for me.  
I glance at my watch as I stuff things away. I’m late, unsurprisingly. 
I double-check my mandatory gear and leave my makeshift riverside 
camp for the start line of the Great Ocean Walk 100 trail run –  
100 kilometres of undulating, mostly singletrack, along one of the 
most famous coastlines in the world. 

I’m not focussed on the race though, or the distance. It hasn’t really 
dawned on me that I will be running for 12 hours or more – much 
further than I have ever run. I have never stepped foot on the course, 
nor done adequate homework. I know I will be venturing far into 
unknown territory, to encounter things I’ve never before considered. 

Getting to the pre-race briefing, attaching my number, thinking 
about last minute nutrition, checking my laces are tight, scoping 
the competition; my mind is not focused – in fact it’s purposely 
ignoring the task at hand, surviving until the finish. I line up near 
the front of the pack, not nervous, just wanting to get underway. 

With little fanfare and the blare of a horn, we are off, and I settle  
into a fast but comfortable pace at the back of the lead group.  
After a few minutes, we are off the gravelled path and onto dirt  
and sand. I fall into stride behind Oliver Zambon, watching  
his beautifully efficient gait but accepting that I can’t both keep  
up and finish without blowing up. That much I do know. 

I find my own rhythm: walk only the steepest inclines,  
follow other’s footsteps through the sand. Head down, working  
up the climbs, drinking water, eating gels, slipping in the mud.  
I don’t mind running by myself as it ensures the pace is my own 
    rather than someone else’s.

Running through the forest, I curse jovially at the mud. It’s annoying,  
but it’s part of the journey. The rainforest around is lush green,  
the ferns and trees dripping with evidence of the rain that has caused  
this bog. I try in vain to keep my shoes clean and dry before giving up  
and running straight through the thick muck, slipping and splashing. 

On a descent, Dan Beard catches up to me, pounding down the trail,  
fear abandoned, confident in his footing. We have a short chat, 
discussing our running since we met at the Mount Macedon Trail  
event in June. His positive spirit cheers me up. As we descend the steep 
and precarious trail into Blanket Bay, he pulls away slightly. I enter  
the camping area, and find the aid station. Filling bottles, restocking  
gels, eating lollies… I exit just before Dan, but he’s soon back on my  
heel. It’s a back-and-forth tussle that continues for the next few hours.

In the lead up to the race, my preparation had been relaxed. It was  
a mistake. I certainly had not expected so much running on soft  
sand. It might be far more enjoyable than running through the  
mud of the first 20 kilometres, but the combination of wet shoes,  
socks and sand is not comfortable. Then again, trail running is  
no quest for comfort, so I banish those thoughts and continue on.

Up on the cliffs above the beach, the singletrack, be it dirt or sand,  
is sensational. I run the downhills and flats, finding greater  
efficiency in walking the steepest inclines, as my feet slip back in  
the soft sand as soon as I try to break into a canter. 

Dan and I run together for a few more stretches, matching each  
other’s pace, tracing each other’s footsteps on the ground. The trail  
is incessantly winding, uneven and undulating, forcing me to focus  
on my footing at all times.

Leaving a beach, we enter rainforest: more ferns, more dirt,  
less mud. Strangely, I long for some flat bitumen to stretch my  
legs on. Just a little respite from the suck of the earth on this trail. 

Words > Anthony Bishop 
Images > Erwin Jansen, Chris Ord, Heidi Hibberd 
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I’m ahead of Dan, but he always catches me on the downhills, and 
the long, sandy descent to the Aire River aid station is no exception. 
Crossing the bridge, race official Brett Saxon encourages me on. 
Dan and I are in the aid station again together and after gulping down  
a mix of Coke and sports drink and shovelling down as much sugar  
as I can handle, I again slip away from an aid station just before him.

I like the look of the steep incline leaving the aid station – at least  
I have a good excuse to walk. It starts to rain and I consider putting 
my rain jacket on but can’t be bothered. Hey Jude filters through  
my earphones and I sing along. Not thinking about the race,  
I am escaping into the music, trying to forget my legs. My eyes are 
focused on the trail and, subconsciously, my brain somehow keeps 
my legs moving forward in an endless cycle of strides.

A tree fallen across my path forces me to stop and push through  
the foliage before regaining the trail. My rhythm is constantly 
being broken by obstacles. My nutrition plan has gone out the 
window. I am eating what I want, when I want, and still I know that 
I’m not getting enough calories down. 

Again I am on a beach-front trail winding up, down and around 
headlands. Dan catches me once more and we again chat for a while.  
We are halfway between the Aire River and Johanna Beach aid stations  
– meaning halfway is nearing. We climb up from the beach and briefly  
see flat, even bitumen only to turn our backs on it and head back  
down into another rainforest. Ascents, descents, rocks and stairs.  
Dan pulls over at the bottom of a steep incline, whose summit we    
cannot see, and sits down on a convenient tree limb. I push on 
content to be alone and feeling good. Once I feel as if Dan is out 
of earshot, I let rip a rendition of Teenage Dirtbag, appropriate as  
I am both a teenager and very dirty right now. It lifts my spirits.

After shuffling with my head down for a while, I descend onto  
Johanna Beach. I try to run on sand hardened by water only to find  
my shoes still sink on impact. The damn headwind just makes matters  
worse. I run most of the way, but sometimes drop back to a walk. 

Crossing a shin-high river, I wash my shoes and face as much for the  
respite as to clean. A few more metres of sand and I am up off the beach 
into the car park. I’m moving very slowly, pride and the knowledge that 
the aid station is close the only things keeping me at a trot.

I reach the aid station, restock, stretch out, then continue up the hill,  
running a few steps before quickly starting to walk. A team runner 
just embarking on their half of the relay runs straight by me shouting 
encouragement. I continue walking though, and begin to think about 
how long it is going to take me to get to the finish. Five and  
a half or six hours more, if I don’t break down. That’s a long time.

I’m hating this climb. I could be back in Adelaide, watching the  
rugby with my friends. What sort of a teenager tries to run 100kms?  
Dan catches up to me. He is running. I hike next to him for a  
while and tell him that I don’t think I’m going to make it, and I  
don’t know if I mean it or not. Dan trots off in his visibility vest.  
I haven’t got mine on. If I get disqualified because of it, I don’t care.

I think about how sore my legs are, and how much more sore  
they could be. I know that a sub 12-hour finish is still a possibility,  
but equally I could fall apart. I have no interest whatsoever in  
walking it in and finishing after midnight. 

I decide to drop out.

For some reason I continue to the top of the climb, pull out my 
phone and call one of my ‘normal’ teenage friends in Adelaide.  
They try to convince me to keep going, but I’m not listening.  

“buT QuiTTing is going To makE mE  
haPPiEr Than ConTinuing on;  

iT is ThE lEssEr oF TWo EVils.  
i riP uP my raCE numbEr To makE  

surE i don’T haVE sECond ThoughTs.”
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This is not where I want to be, plain and simple, so I should stop.  
I think to myself that ultras are all about pushing through the hard times, 
but where’s the fun in that? I want to enjoy myself.

I stand around for a while. I throw some rocks around. I put on Nirvana  
to try and motivate me. I get angry at myself for wasting so much time  
and money coming all the way over here just to quit. But quitting is going  
to make me happier than continuing on; it is the lesser of two evils.

I rip up my race number to make sure I don’t have second thoughts.  
I start walking down the hill, using all my facial muscles to pull the  
biggest frown I can muster. I think about running down the hill, because 
I will get to the aid station faster, but running – or not wanting to – is the 
reason I’m heading back there. I pass people going up the climb and they  
try to convince me to turn around and join them, but that’s not going  
to happen and I wish them luck for the rest of the race.

I make it back down to the Johanna Beach aid station and tell the 
volunteers I’m out. They ask me if I’m sure, even if I just finish with 
the sweepers. I decline and sit down to reflect on what has happened. 
It’s almost inevitable that in a long career of running ultras, one will 
eventually drop out of a race. I’ve ticked that box early in my career.  
I’m upset, but don’t regret it. I made the right choice, as I’m happier 
sitting in a chair eating chips, rather than running and sucking down gels. 

“You always know the right thing to do. The hard part is doing it.”  
I’ve always loved that quote. The ‘hard part’ is often the act of finishing 
the ultra. In my case, the hard part is stopping.

I don’t think I have come away from the Great Ocean Walk a stronger 
person. I’m sure that I will pull out of other races in the future.  
But I leave the race with a lot more knowledge and wisdom than I entered  
it with. With this knowledge, I will always know the right thing to do. 

The hard part will always be doing it *

sites.google.com/site/gow100s/home

sweet-vertical.blogspot.com 

sites.google.com/site/gow100s/home
sweet-vertical.blogspot.com
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Mountaingoat man
andy Kenworthy hunts  
down legendary Kiwi mountain 
runner, sjors corporaal. 

Words > Andy Kenworthy 
Images > Jamie Troughton / 

 Dscribe Journalism
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was fast enough to come in 3rd, sorting it out in 2:13:09. He then 
beat all comers in 2007 and hasn’t let anyone else break the tape 
since. He beat the second place finisher by more than 10 minutes 
in 2010, with a record time of 1:52:53. His penchant for sporting 
a wild-man-beard only adds to the goaty mystique, and makes him 
the perfect front man for the event. 

“Winning The Goat a few times was quite challenging, because 
I came up against a lot of good national runners like Ben Ruthe 
and Rees Buck, so to come out with the win was great,” he says, 
with characteristic modesty. By no means is Corporaal a one trick 
goat, either. He has finished first or second in every edition of 
the Kawerau King of the Mountain since 2008, and is also the 
defending champion of the Great Cranleigh Kauri Run, with a 
course record of 2:25:35 for the 32km from Waikawau Beach to 
Coromandel. With that and efforts in the Toi Challenge, he is 
the current holder of the New Zealand Triple Crown. It seems 
that if it is steep and treacherous, Corporaal can run it faster than 
almost anybody else in the country. 

There are other parts to the mythology building around Sjors. 
There’s the irrational fear that he might forget where he is and 
stab you in the chest as he inevitably overtakes you, and the fact 
that vegetarians might not necessarily want to ask him for a 
look in his ‘trophy cabinet’. But the thing that seems to stick in 
everybody’s mind is the nagging sense that he is breaking other 
runners’ spirit in a sport he doesn’t even take that seriously.

This part of the myth is definitely not true, not entirely. It’s 
partly down to the tendency to mistake his genuine nature 
and matter-of-fact appraisal of the sport for a certain kind of 
nonchalance. Because he clearly cares deeply and passionately for 
it, but doesn’t feel the need to shout or jump up and down about 
it, nor to over analyse it. 

“Running gives you a chance to see some of the best bits of New 
Zealand, it’s just an awesome weekend away,” he says. “I just love 
the feeling of getting tired and pushing myself, you feel great 
afterwards, and there is just something about giving it everything. 
And if you get a good result that is a great bonus.” 

He also points out that many of the events are so well set up for 
families that his 11-year-old son and 13-year-old daughter have 
also started taking to the trails. And there has been a marked 
change in Corporaal’s approach recently, as the scent of winning 
has filled his keen nostrils on such a regular basis. 

The word legend is overused. And it seems premature to apply to 
somebody just 33 years old. But in just a few years Sjors Corporaal 
has gained an almost mystical reputation among the mud-spattered 
ranks of New Zealand’s hardened trail runners. 

This is for a wide variety of very good reasons. Not least among 
them is his habit of eating insanely steep, root strewn rocky hills 
for breakfast. But it isn’t just his breathtaking results that grab 
hold of people’s imagination. The slightly infuriating thing about 
Corporaal for the 2XU-festooned, GPS-wearing, GU-fuelled 
folks left puffing in his wake, is that if you believe some of the tales 
that surround him, the man rocketing away from them is really just 
a pig hunter our for a jaunt. 

It isn’t just that his training doesn’t seem to involve split times, speed 
sessions, gym cardio or computer-aided heart rate monitoring. The 
rumour mill would have you believe that Sjors hardly trains at all. He 
just goes out and chases hogs around the Ureweras in between long 
weeks of hard yakka on his Galatea dairy farm.  

Before speaking to him I was keen to bust this (surely) mythical 
image, but after talking to the man I have to say that, like all good 
stories, there is a hint of truth in it.

“It cracks me up,” he says. “But hunting has given me the edge on 
some of the broken terrain on the trail runs. If you are running 
through creeks and up and down tricky terrain all day it gives you a 
large advantage. It’s kind of race specifics without really having to 
train for that.”

He tells me the racing started “by chance” when he reckoned he 
would try out his hunting-hardened legs on the eight-kilometre 
Kawerau King of the Mountain Race. For top competitors this 
involves a lung-busting ascent of the 852-metre Mount Putauaki 
followed by a leg flailing semi-controlled descent, usually 
completed within an hour. Corporaal lapped it up. 

“I did no training,” he tells me. “I heard that the race was on the 
morning before during milking and thought I’d give it a crack. I’d 
never done a training run before in my life, I just walked around 
on the farm or the bush. But it seemed to go alright. I think I came 
sixth or something. It made me think: how good could I go if I 
really trained for it?” 

Since then Corporaal has been all over the leaderboard of The Goat 
half marathon around Mount Ruapehu like, well, a mountain goat. 
He came 24th in his first attempt in 2005, but within 12 months he 

“i heard that the race was on  
the morning before during milking  

and thought i’d give it a crack.  
i’d never done a training  

run before in my life, i just walked  
around on the farm or the bush.”
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“The more competitive you become the more you tend to 
have to train,” he says, hinting at a change in attitude.  
“At first you are just running for a bit of fun but then there  
is a little bit more pressure to get the training in, because  
if you don’t do it you are not going to be so competitive.

“It has become a lot more of my day-to-day focus. These days  
I am thinking about it a lot more and getting the training done 
every day. I also look forward to the races. It’s good to look at the 
calendar and see what is coming up. You kind of plan everything 
around that. Hunting has had to take a bit of a sidestep.” 

This has also made his training a bit more sophisticated than  
his previous schedule – which seemed to consist of ‘run up  
hills as fast as you can without puking’ – a development 
prompted by training with the formidable Oksana Isanina, 
who won the women’s Great Cranleigh Kauri run four years 
in a row from 2004. 

“Oksana decided to take me on a couple of years back, and  
I have been pretty much winning every race since,” says Sjors.  

“She has provided good guidance, especially about the 
intensity of the training runs. I was running them all at race 
pace and burning myself out. Now we do a bit of everything. 
She puts a lot more time into things like nutrition and doing 
things properly, so I have learned heaps.” 

But still, nobody could accuse him of taking things too 
seriously. His nutritional plan remains: “I just eat good food 
all the time, get plenty of sleep and eat my veggies and rice.” 

And he still loves to keep things flexible. 

“I have always been quite competitive, and running is 
something that you can really work around yourself and  
a busy lifestyle,” he explains. “It’s not really much of team 
sport, so if you can’t get out to do the training you are  
not letting anybody else down but yourself.”

He seems to shrug off the weight of expectation on his 
shoulders quite easily, and shows up to enjoy running a race 
even if he doesn’t feel fully prepared to win it because of 
injury or lack of training time.  

“I think, well I used to just turn up and have a go, so why 
not?” he says. “You just do your best and see what happens.”

Most of all he is out there to be out there. He doesn’t have 
any sponsors (“People tell me I could, but I haven’t really got 
’round to it”) and barely names a single brand when asked 
about his favourite equipment. He usually drinks water or 
occasionally “Powerade or something”, but otherwise doesn’t 
bother with electrolytes. He eats bananas and raisins on 
the run and tells me he takes a bunch of shoes to each race, 
without naming any brand or model, and chooses as per the 
conditions on the day. 

“I use a road shoe for most of my training runs. I found I 
have slightly pronating feet, so I try to choose something that 
will work with that. A lot of the trail runs you can get away 
with a racing flat if it hasn’t been raining and you are quite 
good on your feet anyway.” 

His complete lack of commercialism is characteristic of  
a sport studded with unsung heroes, but even Sjors senses 
that this may be changing, as more and more people are 
hitting the trails and looking for inspiration.   

“I have had a lot of benefit from it,” he adds. “I have won  
a lot of prizes and a lot of organisers have looked after me 
with free entry and accommodation. That is one of the things 
that keeps me striving.” 

The races he started out on are still his favourites. “We can 
see the King of the Mountain area from where we live and 
when we go into town it is just standing there. And the 
Goat is another local favourite. But a lot of these trail runs 
I have been doing are just awesome. The Tois Challenge in 
Whakatane is another great one, because it has bush, beach,  
a bit of everything.”

But the latest news is that the mountain man may be about 
to ditch the dirt – at least in part – for some track action. 
Corporaal joined his local athletics club a few years back to  
be affiliated and run in the Athletics New Zealand races.  
And he is now ready to take that idea one step further. 

“As I have got more competitive I have started to consider some 
shorter runs,” he says. “I want to get out on the track and do 
some 10ks and get some good PBs before I get too old and start 
losing my speed. I think I will get some good times. That might 
also teach me some things I can bring into my trail running.”
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The prospect of a wiry-bearded Sjors lining up next to a shocked 
field of thoroughbred on-track athletes is surely a tantalising  
one, not least because it may help the sport of trail running 
and its top practitioners attract the respect from the athletics 
establishment that they so richly deserve.

But there are the first hints that Corporaal’s body doesn’t really 
like to be out of the woods too much. 

“Last year I was injured, so I am just getting back into it,” he says.  
“I only seem to get injured when I run on the road a lot more.  
I got plantar fasciitis last Autumn training for the Rotorua 
marathon and was off for five or six months, and I got injured 
the year before that training for the Auckland marathon. It’s 
frustrating because I was at such a good level of fitness and it’s hard 
to get motivated to get back to that when you are busy with other 
things. Right now I have sore hamstrings and calf muscles!”

For a novice trail runner like myself, there is a twisted sort of 
schadenfreude in finding out that even the fastest get injured, that 
they share our pain. And it proves the man is human after all. It 
also highlights the level of commitment that guys like Corporaal 
are putting in: Sjors estimates he notches up 100-120km each 
week when going at full noise, so he could probably do my average 
training week while suffering from two broken legs. 

Koru Chiropractic at Whakatane helps pick up the pieces when 
things go wrong, but Corporaal also tends to look after himself  
a lot these days when gravity decides it does have a place in his  
life after all. 

“I just try to listen to my body a bit more,” he says. “It’s almost a 
case of starting again. I still stay quite active working around the 
farm, hunting or checking the possum lines with my mates. With 
my hamstrings and calf muscles I should be jumping on the bike at 
the moment, but I haven’t got any big races lined up, so it’s hard.”

In the meantime he narrowly missed out on a spot in his first 
chance to represent the nation this year, as he was injured when  
selection for the 2nd Commonwealth Mountain and Ultra-
distance Running Championships in North Wales took place. 

“It is something I would like to have a go at. It would be nice to 
wear the black singlet,” he says. “I think I will be running right  
to the end. You see these guys still going up Mt Edgecombe  
in their 70s and I think I will be happy if I can still do that.  
That is more of an achievement than winning races when you  
are younger. You have to take your hat off to those guys.” *

Family man on the farm

Everyone knows it takes a ridiculous amount of training to 
be at the pointy end of most trail events these days. Without 
long hours pounding the dirt, and strict regimes of nutrition 
and rest, you’ll never see the high side of a podium. Or so the 
lore goes, but it’s one Sjors sweeps away with unadulterated 
natural talent bolstering his performances on the mountain, 
according to his partner Annette.

“Sjors would never sacrifice time with his family or his 
farming duties,” says partner Annette. “If he did this he 
could train more and I believe he would be able to achieve 
much more in his running nationally; his natural talent is 
amazing. This is a reflection of the person he is: he puts 
other people first and helps anyone out that needs it.”

Annette cites Sjors’ work with young runners as just another 
example of his selfless energy. 

“He has recently trained a group of runners for the Prince 
and Princess of the Mountain race in Kawerau with excellent 
results, 5 in the top 10 out of 200 kids!  He has also helped 
a secondary school student with training programs for her 
cross-country,” says Annette.  

“He should have been training for his own races, the King 
and the Toi’s Challenge but couldn’t fit enough in with 
everything else. 

Of course Sjors went on to record great results anyway: 2nd 
in the King and 1st in the Toi’s Challenge.

“But he still couldn’t walk many days after the event due 
to not enough training and conditioning. He cooks most 
nights at home to support me in my busy teacher role and is 
just a bloody great guy!  

I know he sounds so laid back but he actually is on his feet all 
day, just not doing the training that he probably should do to 
achieve what he has the potential to do.  When I learn of the 
training and recovery regimes of many of our elite athletes,  
I am amazed at the results Sjors has managed to get.”

Yo u  c a n  h a v e  i t  a l l .

Hoka OneOne ultra runner and mountain blaster Christophe le Saux flying high in his Hoka OneOne Bondi B

www.hokaoneone.com.au
http://www.hokaoneone.com.au
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running
The rock
attempting your first ever marathon is a  
biggie for everyone. so how’s the chutzpah  
of sol Walkling, cracking into her  
inaugural 42km haul under a desert  
sun, on dirt with uluru as a backdrop?  
lucky for sol there’s plenty of inspiration 
running the trails with her in the form  
of young indigenous talent who have been  
taking tips from legend runner, ‘deeks’.

On the sound of the starter’s gun, the runners set off.   
Early morning mist is still hanging around the spinifex  
bushes, and with only a faint pink glow on the  
horizon our herd of runners pounds down the soft 
trails and quickly turn into silhouettes as they disappear  
into the distance. All of them are headed towards 
Uluru. Some – including me – are facing 42kms  
of trails, soft sand and the odd stretch of bitumen.  

Despite the long slog ahead, for many of the 214 runners  
the atmosphere is celebratory. Only a few kilometres 
into my first marathon, a sand dune sets the tone.

Words > Sol Wakling 
Images > Courtesy of Travelling Fit  

www.travellingfit.com  
Uluru images by Heidi Hibberd

www.travellingfit.com
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Then a helicopter hovering overhead throws up a sand 
storm for us to cross. We lean forwards into the wind, 
shield our eyes and feel the grains biting at our skin. 
Runners laugh and curse in equal measure. 

Today’s adventure run has drawn a mix of Australians  
and international visitors. 

“We have runners from 11 countries and as far away as a 
very small island of the coast of Northern Russia today,” 
says Mari-Mar Walton, the founder of Travelling Fit,  
an outfit that organizes running-themed travel adventure 
all over the planet. Today her client is a different type  
of runner than her usual clientele, one yearning to  
discover the dusty trails around Uluru, Central Australia, 
rather than race the streets of London, New York or 
Paris, where she hosts most customers. 

The challenging surface underfoot doesn’t allow for  
personal bests here. There are no streets lined with 
bystanders. Some runners stick together for motivation, 
egging each other on, applauding passing runners and 
encouraging those that are hitting The Wall. 

The youngest participant, six-month-old Coco drifts  
in and out throughout her first-ever easy 6km “run”  
carried in a comfortable pouch by her father without  
a hitch, while organisers are on standby to assist  
Deedee from Canada who’s running her sixth marathon 
today with knee problems. 

“She’s been told she’ll never run again, so she decided  
to go out with a bang,” says Travelling Fit’s Michael  
Walton. She’ll finish today in 7 hours. In a Scoobie  
Doo costume in 28 degree heat.  

But perhaps the most inspiring story is a local one. 

For five young Indigenous runners taking part in the 
fun run, the event is about more than an experience, 
a fast time or ‘just’ a personal achievement. For them, 
the trail run is part of something much bigger, part 
of a dream come true thanks to legendary Australian 
marathon runner Robert ‘Deeks’ De Castella and his 
SmartStart project. 

With the aim to one day produce an Australian runner 
to rival the African long distance runners, De Castella 
uses the project as a way to inspire, guide and change 
the future of Indigenous youth and their communities.  
It may seem like an ambitious plan – running is not 
traditionally part of the Indigenous culture and indeed 
runners can be ridiculed within it.

“They get asked ‘what do you wanna run for?’’’  
says De Castella. 

But that’s by far not the biggest problem facing  
De Castella. The program’s coach, Tim Rowe, one of  
Australia’s best distance runners, says that while one  
of the biggest physical challenges for them is “to go 
from not being a runner to running a marathon in  
six to eight months,” goal setting and establishing a  
regular training program can be equally as challenging.

Take Kiwa, for example, a 17-year-old from  
Kanmantoo, South Australia. 

“He’s had a really rough trot lately,” says Rowe. “When  
we were up at the Gold Coast for the marathon event,  
one of his friends suicided. He had to make the call  
of whether to stay on and run...he said his mate would’ve 
wanted him to do it. He now races in his friend’s honour.” 

Michael Purcell, an Indigenous runner in last year’s 
squad, got kidney disease after an infection caused  

by mud from a footie game, a common problem  
in remote communities, says Rowe. After six months  
on dialysis, he rejoined the program and ran the City  
to Surf fun run in under 60 minutes – a milestone  
even for most healthy experienced runners.

Even getting out for a training session can become  
a bit of a challenge. Buffalo and wild dogs are a real  
danger out on the trails and the town’s roads aren’t 
much safer. One runner kept getting chased by the 
town’s dogs and had to be dropped at a safe distance  
y a local police officer to then run back, slowing to  
a walk at the town’s borders. 

Deeks’ and Rowe’s squad are running for more than just 
physical fitness, personal gain or achievement. They run 
for their friends, their family and their whole community. 

“They become their community’s heroes,” says Rowe. 

And it’s catching on: Michael Purcell’s story inspired  
one of his mates, a drug addict of seven years, to quit 
marijuana cold turkey and join Purcell’s training to  
try and make the squad next year. And Bianca Graham,  
a 29-year-old from Weipa, a remote town on the Cape 
York Peninsula, who works for Rio Tinto, organised her 
own fun run bringing together two remote communities. 

Graham says living in Weipa, which is cut off for five 
months of the year, can be a pretty isolating experience. 

“But that doesn’t matter now, as I’m part of this project 
and it opens up your world.”

I was intrigued to see the different runners [here at 
Yulara]. People have come a long way for this event.”

Competing in different events and on different surfaces 
helps Deek’s crew become more seasoned runners.  

WiTh ThE aim To onE day ProduCE  
an ausTralian runnEr To riVal  

aFriCan long disTanCE runnErs,  
dE CasTElla usEs ThE ProjECT  

as a Way To insPirE, guidE and  
ChangE ThE FuTurE oF indigEnous  

youTh and ThEir CommuniTiEs.
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The Outback Marathon’s shorter fun runs are their  
first opportunity to take part in an organised trail run. 

For Bianca, it was also the first time she got to break an  
official ribbon when she crossed the finish line first.  
She’s won all of the girls races but had never been celebrated 
“like a rockstar” before. But travelling with the enigmatic  
De Castella and Rowe, the young runners are exposed to  
a wealth of experience that can at times leave them baffled. 

“When they went to put the ribbon out, I didn’t know  
what they were doing, so I started to go around them.  
I felt like such a goose!”

Competing at Uluru fills them with a special sense of pride,  
home and spirituality. Graham says running against the 
backdrop of Uluru was magnificent. 

“You just feel so small because you’re running and  
there’s nothing around you apart from this beautiful rock. 
It was magical.”

“One of our girls said it felt as if the rock was breathing. 
She had a sense of nature being alive,” says Rowe. 

Back on the trail, as I settle into my first ever marathon the 
temperature changes from freezing cold to a burning sun 
overhead and hot sand underfoot. The runners are getting 

more strung out and I find myself running entirely alone for what seems 
like an eternity, surrounded by only red sand, huge rocks and a surpris-
ing amount of green scrub wherever I look. The solitude, natural beauty 
and scarcity of the landscape combined with physical exertion bring a very 
primal quality to the experience. 

They’d warned me before the start I would hit The Wall but it never comes. 
The will ask me after the finish whether suffered from being alone and  
isolated. But instead, I feel intensely and utterly alive and connected with 
my surroundings. It’s bliss in its purest form.

All I can hear is the sound of my feet hitting the soft red sand rhythmically  
and my breath flowing in and out, drawing in the dry outback air. It’s easy 
to lose myself in the moment. The only distractions here are the red arrows 
indicating the route, the spaced-out drinks stations and occasional road 
crossings. Absorbed in the silence and rhythmical elation of running,  
forgotten are recent knee problems, fears or expectations. 

I’ve been running for hours along dirt trails near Uluru and am near the  
halfway mark, when I come to the crest of yet another sand dune and joy floods 
me like a refreshing breeze. In front of me rises Uluru, majestically and  
mystically in the distance.  I feel my heart do a little jump – even if my body  
isn’t able to follow through as elation surges through it. I break into a smile  
that could split my face and I won’t stop smiling until long after I’ve finished. 

Running in the Outback reminds me of a series of dream sequences.  
There is nowhere else I’d rather be. I can barely feel the developing  

blisters under my feet and between my toes. My body does not feel tired.  
I feel as if all I’ve ever done was run in the desert. 

I become so absorbed in the now, I miss one of my turns at a road crossing.  
A few hundred metres in the wrong direction and shouts from behind break 
the meditative silence. Friendly laughter continues to ring in my ears as  
I backtrack and resume the course.

There are few distractions as drink stations seem to thin out as the finish line 
draws nearer. The desert heat, dehydration and small stretches of hard road  
surface break the wills of a lot of the marathon runners at around the 32km mark. 

By then, I feel like I’m flying. Downhill on the sand dunes, my legs want to go  
faster than my body is capable of. I need to slow down to avoid falling head over toe. 

By the time I reach the 40km mark, I can barely feel my legs as they speed up 
even more. I’d started conservatively; now, all caution flies out the window. 
I’ve almost made it, even though I still can’t see anything other than bush un-
til I turn a corner a few hundred metres from the finish. My legs barely seem 
to touch the ground as I sprint across the line to shouts of “Go on, Smiley!” 

My face looks like a juicy split watermelon, both in colour and intensity, 
in pictures taken as they place the medal around my neck. But it only takes 
seconds for the pain to catch up with my body. I stumble a few feet on legs 
suddenly gone rigid and make the mistake of sitting to take my shoes off.  
Waves of pain welcome me back to reality.

That night, as I’m hobbling towards the buffet at the Sounds of Silence dinner  
under the stars (almost too exhausted from walking around The Olgas and 

Uluru after finishing my first marathon to appreciate 
yet another incredible experience), De Castella’s  
words ring in my mind. 

“I didn’t think you were gonna make it.” 

Knee problems before the event and a last minute  
entry without planning or preparation hadn’t  
promised me as a likely finisher. 

After warm congratulations for my efforts, Deeks talks of 
his squad with fatherly pride shining from his eyes. He  
loves seeing them cross the finish line, regardless of results. 

“Marathon is an individual rite of passage. It’s an 
incredible physical challenge, finishing with an inner 
glow knowing you’ve done something magnificent.  
In marathon, you can achieve greatness,” says Deeks, 
who knows a bit about such things *

Sol Walkling is a pilates fitness instructor and writer.  
Check out her ongoing journey to health and  
fitness with some decent trail running in the mix at >  
www.bodymindsol.com 

Travelling Fit arranges many overseas jaunts with the  
specific aim of running. We think they should have  
more trail opetions in there, but hey, no-one’s perfect >  
www.travellingfit.com

www.bodymindsol.com
www.travellingfit.com
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Interview > Emma Francis 
Photos > Aurora Images > www.auroraimages.com.au

Northern Exposure

Wayne ‘Blue Dog’ Gregory lives and breathes the Great North  
Walk 100 (GNW100s). When the Blue Dog reached a milestone 
birthday a couple of years ago he had ‘Endurance’ tattooed  
on his forearm. I was surprised he didn’t add ‘GNW100’. 

Blue Dog is the unofficial ambassador for what many argue is the 
most gruelling 100 miler in Australia, having lined up for every 
race in its history. But would this year see the man who is so much 
a part of the fabric of the race notch another DNF? And with my 
own less than ideal lead-in would I be able to avoid the same fate?

For me, this year’s GNW brought a new challenge. After suffering 
the debilitating effects of Atrial Fibrillation for seven months,  
just ten weeks before the race I had finally had an ablation -  
a lengthy procedure where surgeons used catheters to burn the 
lining of my heart, creating scar tissue that would revert its rhythm 
back to normal. Allowing for recovery, I had just one month left  
to train and it was only two weeks before the race that I finally  
came off my suppressive medication. 

So the 2011 GNW100s was to be the measuring stick of my ability  
to return to running trail ultras. I ran under a cloud of uncertainty, 
little knowing how my heart would respond or if I could finish after 
so little training. I also ran with one eye cast firmly on my heart-rate 
monitor, a constant reminder of the struggle to keep my heart rate 
down on the massive climbs that total over 6000 metres of elevation 
gain. For me, stepping onto the sands of the beach at Patonga, 
signifying the end of my 175km journey, meant more than just the end 

The Great North Walk 100 combines two trail events:  
the 100 miler — which many claim is Australia’s toughest trail ultra  

— and the 100km race. This year the big question was  
would Trail Run Mag’s Andy Hewat maintain his unbroken  

run of successful finishes so soon after heart surgery? 
Words > Andy Hewat  *  Images > Craig Gavin

of the race and keeping my unblemished finish streak in tact. It meant 
I could still do what I love – getting out there and running long trails.

As I approached the infamous Checkpoint Three, tucked deep in 
the rainforest and better known as ‘the Basin’, the light was fading 
as fast as an answer was approaching. The trail was a rough and 
rocky singletrack hugging a shallow cliff wall. I resisted stopping to 
dig out my light and fumbled on through the increasing darkness. 
I was only minutes from the aid station. Suddenly, I spotted a 
bright pinpoint of light among the trees. Then another. At first 
I thought they were other runners coming back on the out-and-
back section. But as soon as each little globe blazed alight it faded, 
only to be quickly replaced by another. And another. Fireflies.  
An awesome display of nature’s mini-pyrotechnics.

The smell of food reached me before the bright floodlights or the 
cheers of support crew at the Basin checkpoint. Once under the 
marquee sipping hot soup I was disappointed to discover the Blue 
Dog stretched out under a blanket on a cot beside me. Up until 
the previous year, Dog had been the only runner to complete all 
five iterations of the Great North Walk 100-miler. But in 2010  
a debilitating injury forced him to DNF. And now here he was, 
out again. I tried to coax him up, and offered to walk him down  
to Checkpoint Four. No go. He was done. He lay there shivering  
and stewing in the misery of failure that we all know too well. 

I felt for him, because more than anyone he has done so much to 
build the reputation of this race. But also because we shared a bond:  

www.auroraimages.com.au
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I had also finished every GNW 100, although in the first year I  
had only run the 100km race. After Dog’s DNF last year he had 
passed the baton to me and I now carried the burden of The 
Streak, aiming to seal my sixth 100mile finish to go with that 
100km collected that first year. We shook hands and I was off. 

It turned out the old ticker still has some life left in it. As I touched 
the finishing post I thanked Race Director Dave Byrnes for having  
the vision to start this race and the dedication to build it to its present  
status. This year there were 100 competitors in both 100miler and  
100km races, a number which contrasts starkly to the inaugural  
race in 2005. Back then just 15 runners lined up to start at Teralba.  
That year, only four runners completed the 100-miler, while two  
completed the 100kms. Mirroring the rapid explosion in popularity  
of trail ultras in Australia, the field has grown every year to a guaran-
teed sell-out, capped at 100 starters. With that, the times have come 
down as runners learn how to race the beast, some spending hours 
training and familiarising themselves with the course in preparation.

Threading a path through the Watagan Mountains, which sit 
between Newcastle and Sydney, it is billed as the toughest trail  
race in Australia, a fact Dave Byrnes makes no excuses for. In fact,  
he gets a glint in his eye when the subject comes up. There is 
generally little argument from the competitors. Definitely none 
from me. The heady mix of distance, climate, elevation, navigation, 
surface and support make this one tough mother of a race. And, if 
all that isn’t enough, the cut-off times will swallow up any stragglers, 
removing any lingering ambiguity to the claim. 

Left > The Men’s and Women’s 100km winners 
Below > Andy Hewat crosses the finish line

Phil Murphy has raced more big-time 100milers than most including 
the Western States, Mont Blanc and Hardrock. He’s also the only other 
runner to finish six consecutive GNW100-milers. Phil reckons anyone 
aspiring to do the big ultras should run GNW adding, “You haven’t  
run a tough trail 100 until you’ve completed the GNW100-miler”.

This year saw phenomenal performances over both distances.  
The best conditions in the race’s seven year history led to new  
course records in both the men’s and women’s fields. An amazingly 
fast 100-mile time by Andrew Vize in 22:02 sealed his third 
consecutive win, while Meredith Quinlan’s 25:03 saw her first 
female and 7th overall. In all, 20 runners went under 30 hours:  
a testament to the quality of the field and the current standard  
of serious competition in Australian ultrarunning. 

The 100km race was no less impressive with Brendan Davies winning 
the men’s in 11:36 and Shona Stephenson the women’s in 12:38, 
also giving her 2nd overall. Despite these great times and perfect 
conditions 50 per cent of the field still failed to finish, further 
evidence of just how tough this course is.

My beleaguered heart still skips the odd beat, or three, especially when  
someone mentions GNW100. But having now maintained The Streak  
I feel, like The Dog, as though I too have the word ‘Endurance’ 
permanently stamped on my being. But whereas The Dog’s marking was 
inked on a forearm, mine was burnt onto the lining of my heart during 
the ablation. As a good luck charm for the race, it seemed to work *

www.terrigaltrotters.com.au/gnW100s_home_Page.htm

www.terrigaltrotters.com.au/GNW100s_Home_Page.htm
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they say that psychologists are themselves nuts –  
that’s what drew them to the profession in the first  
place. often so are trail runners. so how’s the nut- 
o-metre going for bernadette benson – registered 
psychologist and ultra trail adherent? in november  
she set off to run the 1000km-long bibbulmun track  
in Western australia, in an attempt to become the 
fastest ever person to tick it off the bucket list. nuts  
or just a fiercely determined woman who doesn’t  
mind pain when achieving her trail to-dos? you decide.
Words > Bernadette Benson  *  Images > Rolf Schatzmann

“How low?” I ask into my mobile phone, watching my partner  
Rolf folding up the 4WD rental trailer on our front lawn. 

I get off the phone and head for the kitchen cabinet.  
One ferrous fumerate tablet down, one on the table for 
the morning, and the container now added to the breakfast 
supplies for our Bibbulmun record attempt.

After my difficult experience at the Commonwealth 24 hr 
ultra running championships in Wales five weeks earlier, 
I had continued to experience nausea on and off, with no 
apparent connection to time, place, or activity. I’d headed  
to a GP and requested a round of blood work. And so  
12 hours before we were set to leave for Kalamunda,  
the Northern Terminus of the near-1000 km Bibbulmun 

the bibbulmun beat
Track, I was told that my iron levels were “4” 
(apparently 30-300 is good), my hemoglobin  
was low, and I had some abnormal red blood cells.  
They wanted me to come in some time to talk.

Fortunately, being in Level 4 Panic with last minute 
packing and preparations, I had no time to add 
“Worry About Doctor’s Tests” to my to-do list.

It turns out that if I wanted to add something to  
a worry list, it should have been the off-hand  
comment of my massage therapist earlier that day. 

“Hmm. You have some fascial tightness here  
(here being the left tibialis anterior).  
It’s a bit too late to work that very aggressively.” 
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day 2 
I drag myself out of bed after four hours’ sleep. Rolf is motionless.  
I announce that I’m leaving and remind him to be in Dwellingup  
to meet my pacers for 8am. 

He sits bolt upright and yells: “What time is it?!” 

I look down, “5.38.” 

He repeats in a frenetic stupor, “5.38, 5.38, 5.38!” 

He clearly doesn’t know what to do with this information. As a  
psychologist, I can see his motor cortex is firing, but his frontal  
lobes are still lying on that pillow. I leave him to sort it out.  
The adrenaline and cortisol rush he just gave himself will keep him awake.

Later on, knowing I am suffering in the unseasonably hot weather,  
Rolf packs some ice in a towel and a cold Coke and heads out at a 5min 
/km pace to be a hero for me on the trail. Waiting with the jeep, my  
pacers realise moments later that he has gone the wrong way. He runs  
over 8km, uphill, before he appreciates why he hasn’t run into me yet.

The section with the pacers marks the third commitment zone in  
two days – 54km. At 2am we’re finally off the trail and at the caravan  
park in the nearby town of Dwellingup.

Data logged: 95km; +2005 mtrs; 20.5 hrs

day 1 > tuesday 1 november
I’m off with a downhill start no fanfare at 4.58 AM. It’s perfect.

Despite covering myself in so much DEET I think I must glow in  
the dark, the ticks are not dissuaded. I know I react badly to their 
bites, so this is going to be a problem in a few days.

While enjoying the company of expert ultra runner/fast packer  
Andy Hewat, I stop to announce my intention to have my first 
meltdown. I am officially too hot. Soaking my hat provides illusory 
relief for several minutes. I spend the better part of 30 kms 
imagining a cold soda waiting for me at the car.

After saying goodbye to Andy and my partner Rolf at the 70km  
mark around 5pm, I head into my second “commitment zone”  
of the day. These are long stretches where there is no vehicle access. 
I won’t see Rolf now until I finish the day coming off a spur trail  
at what is called the 101km mark by the Bib Foundation.

I have a river valley, then two “mountains” to summit tonight and 
expect to do both of those in the dark. Mt Cuthbert and Mt Vincent 
each stand at about 500 metres. Before them, I skirt around  
Mt. Randall, reaching about 450 metres. 

I had allowed about five hours for this section, but along the way two 
important realisations hit. The first is particularly embarrassing. 

Eighteen plus eight does not equal 24. I had calculated that 
travelling 100km per day would likely take me  
up to 18 hours, considering I had to keep my pace slow and 
sustainable enough to last the duration. In an apparent separate 
and independent area of my brain, I had also calculated that  
I’d need eight hours per day off the trail, spent resting and doing 
all the necessary chores to maintain my body and gear for the 
duration. Hard to believe I worked as an accountant for a decade. 
Following quickly on the heels of my maths disappointment came 
two questions: “When did I last charge my Ay Up batteries?”  
and “How long are those small ones good for, anyway?”

Around 10pm I press my “I need non-emergency help” button  
on SPOT, my GPS tracker/messenger. I pull out my Steripen  
and use the small LED light to start searching for the cairns  
to get me off Mt. Vincent. I’m only 2km from Sullivan’s Rock,  
but it’s going to be slow without a proper headlamp. The tops  
of these peaks are long undulating slabs of granite and boulders 
and instead of waugals (the distinctive reflective yellow Bibbulmun 
trail markers), cairns mark the way at summits. These have an 
annoying way of camouflaging themselves in darkness. 

Data logged: 107km; +2574 mtrs; 18.5hrs
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day 3 
It’s a late start after a late night trying to get at least  
four hours’ sleep. I wake feeling good. A fresh pacer  
comes out for the day. As we jog, his father rings to  
warn of torrential rain near Collie. 

But now that I’m pulling back from the 100k/day  
plan, I say, “That’s okay. We won’t get to Collie today.” 

Torrential rain doesn’t know where the Collie town  
limits are. It dumps rain on us all afternoon and  
evening as we descend into the Murray River valley.  
I experience top-of-foot pain and chalk it up  
to tight laces, making an adjustment I’m confident  
will solve the problem. 

Data logged > 61 kms; +1097 mtrs; 12.5 hrs

day 4 
The tick bites have set, as has the tingling and stabbing  
pains when I put my feet up to sleep each night. I am now 
getting 1hr of sleep per night, as my brain finally overloads  
and shuts down the pain signals around 3am. In commit- 
ment zone number four (44 kms), I am afraid to take a 
20-minute catnap for fear of falling into a dead slumber. 

I keep moving fuelled on jellybeans while singing children’s 
songs in time with my stride. Three pacers have gathered  
with Rolf at Harris Dam when I finally arrive and the 
atmosphere is of excited kids at Christmas. Amid their 
beaming smiles, I ask, “Can I get a chair, please?” I still  
have another 17km to run tonight. 

Data logged > 74 kms; +1391 mtrs; 15 hrs

days 5–6  > the First Weekend
Descents become painful for my left leg, then  
my foot gives out on the flats. Having spent  
most of the day walking, I switch to sandals  
and take an antihistamine in the wild hope  
that the problem is simply a reaction to tick bites.  
Pacers leave for the city, taking their sad  
cow eyes with them. Although they were still  
saying all the right things, their eyes gave away  
their fear that my record attempt was gone.  
In the evening, I move a bit easier, but  
am icing and elevating at all opportunities. 

Data logged > 66km; +1236 mtrs; 13 hrs   
/ 47 kms; 772 mtrs; 11.75 hrs

“I am now getting 1hr of sleep  
per night, as my brain finally  
overloads and shuts down  
the pain signals around 3am.  
In commitment zone number  
four (44 kms), I am afraid to take  
a 20-minute catnap for fear  
of falling into a dead slumber.”
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days 7–8 
I pass the Bib Foundation’s official halfway point and 
break into a very short hyperventilating-type sob. This 
is the first of three times the chemical chaos in my 
body will leak out of my tear ducts. There’s no time for 
drama or pity though. Ice and elevate the foot, check 
the map of the next section, grab the requisite number 
of snacks, and move on. Relentless forward progress. 

I spend considerable time cursing my parents, who gave 
me the mutant genes to make me want to do things like 
this. I briefly contemplate “why,” as I know I’ll be asked 
by so many people after the event. Indeed, I am now 
mildly curious myself, as it seems distinctly odd to be 
enduring day after day of leg pain, stabbing nerve pain 
in the bottoms of the feet, sleep deprivation, all manner 
of insect and plant stings and bites, my own stench, the 
stench of our mildewed trailer, and running in a choice 
of either pouring rain or sauna-like humidity. 

Scenery? Images of beauty and breath-taking vistas?  
Yes, there are lots, but in my world, I am drowning in 
endless forests and if I am fortunate enough to get a vista, 
it means that I have climbed yet another punishing hill  
that is going to have an even more punishing descent  
for my left shin, ankle, and foot. 

One afternoon I ask my pacer to run on ahead, as I find it’s 
better to be alone with my pain. I break out the jellybeans 
and start singing the alphabet in time to my stride. I find it 
easier to ignore my gasps of white hot pain when there are 
no witnesses. I’m afraid others will think I’m soft and tell 
me to toughen up or will think I’m too injured and pity me. 
Either way, I don’t have the mental energy to be on a stage 
this way, thinking about how others might feel. On my own, 
I can use my energy to calm and focus myself.

Data logged > 58km; +1009 mtrs; 12.5 hrs  
/ 79 kms; +1758 mtrs; 16.5 hrs

days 9–10
Rolf is now a scarred and hardened ultra runner/crew person/partner.  
He stands back and takes photos while I grimace with the stabbing  
pains when we meet at road crossings. We have entered the 100km  
or so “seasonally inundated” area after an unseasonably wet WA winter  
(which I hadn’t fully appreciated the implications of, having usually  
spent those months in Canada, my homeland). 

Rolf takes Billy, our jeep, and trailer in to meet me and sees a wet section  
on the road. He stops, gets out to inspect, and finds it’s not quite ankle 
deep. He gets to a second one and finds the same thing. At the third one,  
he doesn’t bother stopping. This time, Billy sinks to the doors in some 
vehicle ruts. The inundation claims the laptop and one camera. Rolf  
runs my large pack in to a trail junction and leaves it on a post with  
a note attached. Now carrying both packs, I camp at a shelter without  
benefit of a mattress pad. Staying up all night gives me lots of time for self-
massage. My right iliacus has been tight and the hip feels like someone’s  
poured glass shards into it at times. Probably from favouring the left leg. 

Data logged > 65km; +1257 mtrs; 12 hrs // 73 km; +1082 mtrs; 14.5 hrs

“Scenery? Images of beauty  
and breath-taking vistas?  
Yes, there are lots, but in my world,  
I am drowning in endless forests  
and if I am fortunate enough to  
get a vista, it means that I have  
climbed yet another punishing  
hill that is going to have an even  
more punishing descent for my  
left shin, ankle, and foot.”
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days 11–12
I hate food. The slow pace of an event like this means  
I can – and therefore need to – consume nearly the  
same amount of calories as I’m burning. This equates  
to over 5,000 calories per day. 

I’m sick of everything. Rolf does his best sales pitch  
every time I see him – he’s buying new foods at every  
shop he sees. The food bin is now larger than what  
we started with, as I reject one thing after another. 

While on the trail, my mind runs up and down grocery  
aisles, trying to think of what I might eat. “Instant cuppa 
noodles,” I say at the next meeting. He buys every brand  
and flavour he can find, but my interest is short-lived.

I nickname my poles, Nearer and Further. Every step  
is nearer to Albany and further from Kalamunda.  
I consider at the same time that I am getting nearer to  
my goal of Albany but further from my “A” goal of 12 days. 

In all honesty, I hardly believed 10 days was achievable 
considering the distance, the elevation, and that  
the record was currently at 16 days 8 hours 15 minutes.

day 13
I wake at 4.15am and prepare to run, but a quick walk around the car 
park tells me otherwise. My shin lights up on a descent you’d be lucky 
to get a marble to roll down. At Denmark Hospital the x-ray shows 
a white spot on the second metatarsal that could be a stress fracture. 
But there are another five or six white spots on that image. X-rays are 
rather useless for this. The emergency doc is fantastic, though, and 
seems keen to see me able to continue. He sends me off to Albany for  
a CT scan with a requisition that reads “On track to break the record.” 

I am limping around Albany, which is what I expected. But not after  
having arrived in a jeep with no starter motor and a dodgy clutch that  
has to be pumped four times at each roundabout. Billy smells like a bog.  
The CT scan finds nothing. I’m apparently fine. I am diagnosed as  
having anterior compartment syndrome and the recommendation is  
to rest. However, I’m told that if I can manage the pain, my injury is not  
one to end up in need of a fasciotomy and no negative lifetime conse-
quences are indicated (they don’t know about the nightmares later). 

I decide to continue with prescription anti-inflammatories. 
Considering the slow pace and temperate conditions now, I feel  
the risk of using NSAIDs is tolerably low. I hike 11km that evening  
to take advantage of the light remaining and test the foot.

Data logged > 11km; +148 mtrs; 2.5 hrs

days 14–15
I come up with a phrase for each letter of “Bibbulmun” which is not  
G rated. But the ‘i’ stands for insane and the ‘n’ stands for nightmare. 

I have reconciled with the fact that I cannot blame my parents’ mutant 
genes on what I’m doing, but that leaves the unanswered question. 
I remember the month in 2004 I spent solo backpacking and 
hitchhiking through Mongolia, where I pushed myself daily, carrying 
over 25kg of gear, including two or three days’ food at a time.  
I wondered why then, too.

I lose interest in such philosophical questions and go back to reciting  
my new Bibbulmun phrase in time with the stride of my poles and feet.

I have a good afternoon with minimal pain, enjoying the sand underfoot. 
Rolf runs out to meet me for a bit. We’ve decided it’s the day to push 
through to the finish, even though it means staying up all night.  
My shin suddenly decides otherwise, about 5km from the car, with the  
sun promising to set in the next hour. For 20 minutes, I cannot move  
and sit tenderly caressing my shin. I wrap myself in my space blanket  
and Rolf’s windbreaker and send him off to bring back thermals.  
It could be a very long descent to the car. Indeed, it takes about 3 hours. 

Data logged > 69km; +1002 mtrs; 16.5 hrs /  
58km; +1204 mtrs; 14.5 hrs

Friday morning I can barely walk and spend much time 
as a do-it-yourself physio, sitting on the trail between  
boggy patches, trying new taping techniques. Consider a  
neuroma or cyst, as I have pain in the bottom of my foot now.  
But taping around the foot to mimic the inferior extensor 
retinaculum, accompanied by removing the insole of the  
left shoe seems to work like magic (my feet, especially  
the left, are so swollen I have been wearing Rolf’s shoes  
with two pairs of socks for some days now). I run through  
the afternoon and evening pain free, cautiously optimistic.

Saturday afternoon, my low grumbling shin explodes on the  
1km descent off Giants campsite near the Tree Top Walk.  
It takes 30 minutes to get down to Rolf. Billy, feeling left  
out with all the attention on me, fries his starter motor.  
Rolf drags us both into a motel in Denmark, where we will  
attempt to find answers to all our problems in a small rural  
town on a weekend night.

Why am I doing it? Can’t bother with the energy required  
to think about that one right now.

Data logged > 55km; +880 mtrs; 12.5 hrs / 47km; +1004 mtrs; 11.25 hrs
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day 16
Ironically, the shin saved us that night. Torbay Inlet, supposedly  
the easiest of all four inlet crossings, is flowing deep and fast. I spend 
five minutes navigating slowly two-thirds of the way across, looking  
for places where I can see the ground below. I hit the last channel  
and can’t find a shallow spot. Luckily, some surfers come out of the 
water at the same time and offer to find a route. They sink three  
or four times up to their chests in the soft bits. I get through thigh 
deep, by following their best route, using my poles to steady myself 
against the current.

I run well through the early afternoon, although feel I am a ticking 
time bomb. And I am getting completely sunburnt in what is supposed 
to be cold, rainy, miserable Albany. I cannot apply enough sunscreen 
to stop the increasing redness on the backs of my arms and the tops  
of my hands and soak my shirt at every meeting point with Rolf.

My shin swells as I jog slowly around the bay into town. I can see  
the shiny redness of it and feel its grumbling. 

One kilometre from the finish, I am crippled again. A woman stops  
to offer me a lift. A few others slow down in their cars, expecting me  

to wave them down. I cannot walk the 200 metres to where Rolf 
is waiting with the car. He comes back to me and pulls out the 
chair and ice without a word. We both know the drill. Sock down, 
foot up. I want to just run screaming through the pain to that 
Southern Terminus sign I can see in my mind. But there can be 
no running through this pain. This pain – and the Bibbulmun 
Track – have taught me a 15 day lesson in acceptance. Acceptance 
is not a hopeless sort of acquiescence. Acceptance is about living 
in the moment – it’s about doing as much as one is able, no 
more and no less. It is active, not passive, because as the moment 
changes, circumstances change, and the mind can change.

Fifteen kilometres from the Southern Terminus, I know why. 
Because I need challenges that test my sense of reality.  
We are what we believe we are. As David Bohm, the quantum 
physicist said, “Reality is the thing you think about.”

So, if I’m an ultra runner on a beautifully runnable trail  
and I can’t run, am I still an ultra runner? *

Data logged > 42km; +507 mtrs; 9.75 hrs

new bibbulmun record
Bernadette overcame that final 15 kilometres. She is a trail runner. An ultra  
trail runner. She’s not crazy. She is determined. She is brave. But not crazy.

Total stats > 1007 kms; +18,927 mtrs; -19,103 mtrs; 213.75 hrs

The Fastest known Time for the bibbulmun Track now stands at >  
15 days 9 hours 48 minutes. That’s real. So too were the nightmares she had  
for weeks after the run, the elevated heartrate that wouldn’t drop, the tick  
bite reactions, the muscle and nerve spasms that hindered her getting to sleep.

Bernadette ran not just to check in with her sanity, but for a good cause,  
Inclusin WA. She raised more than $5000. We encourage you to donate too.  
www.inclusionwa.org.au 

Keep up with Bernadette’s ongoing trail life at  
bernadettedownunder.blogspot.com 

Adventures don’t happen without support. Bernadette was  
assisted in her run by the good people at Montane / Mainpeak,  
Hammer Nutrition and a host of friends and support runners. 

www.montane.com.au    www.mainpeak.com.au   
www.hammernutrition.com.au

“I want to just run screaming 
through the pain to that Southern 
Terminus sign I can see in my 
mind. But there can be no running 
through this pain. This pain – and 
the Bibbulmun Track – have taught 
me a 15 day lesson in acceptance. 
Acceptance is not a hopeless sort  
of acquiescence. Acceptance  
is about living in the moment –  
it’s about doing as much as  
one is able, no more and no less.”

www.inclusionwa.org.au
bernadettedownunder.blogspot.com
www.montane.com.au
www.mainpeak.com.au
www.hammernutrition.com.au


the seed oF neW Zealand’s 
taraWera ultramarathon 

Was First Planted in the 
head oF race director Paul 
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america. so hoW did a  
KiWi abroad bring the  

trail love home – and did 
customs have a Problem 

With the dirt on his shoes? 
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Images > Courtesy of Paul Charteris/Tarawera UM 
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In 2006 I stumbled on trail ultras by accident and geographical 
luck. I was a Kiwi who’d recently taken up triathlons and was living 
in Davis, Northern California. One foggy winter morning I was 
hitching a ride with my friend Diana to the former mining town of 
Auburn (our nearest hills). Diana had just won her age group at the 
Kona Iron Man a couple of months earlier; needless to say, she’s a 
gun. As we drove through Auburn she glanced at some lean runners 
disappearing through the wild oak trees on the hillside. 

“Wow, Western States runners. Those guys are hardcore.” 

I had no clue what a Western States runner was, but if an Ironman 
World Champion is saying they are hardcore, I’ll take notice. And so 
began a love affair with trail running that’s never diminished.

The Western States runners are hardcore alright. I turned up to 
the Diablo trail 50-miler one morning and started chatting with 
Graham Cooper and Erik Skaden. They’d finished first and second 
at Western States the previous year. 

“We’re stuffed,” said Erik. “We rode 320km yesterday to makes our 
legs tired before today’s race.”  

Even though they only jogged (by their standards) the more than 
3500 vertical feet (1066m) of elevation gain (and an equivalent 
amount of downhill), they still won the race.

Superhuman is a better description.   

The Western States 100-miler is a special race. It’s the combination 
of the athletes, the course, but most importantly the community 
that makes it so. It’s ridiculously hard to secure an entry these 
days. For the thousands of locals who are involved with the race, 
it’s the spectacle of top athletes giving it their all, the aid stations 
(the Brown’s Bar Aid Station is notorious for its all-night party), 
and the energised emotion at the finish line. Just the training runs 
alone attract several hundred people over the course of a three-day 

weekend. It’s something that people want to be a part of, not least 
because you get to hang out with the legends of the sport. 

And in Auburn, legends are everywhere. One gorgeous sunny 
Sunday morning I happily spent a couple of hours running alone  
in the Sierra Nevada mountains. Out in the middle of nowhere,  
a little voice from behind me chirped up: “Do you mind if we  
run together?” It was Ann Trason (probably the greatest female 
runner the sport has ever known – and in my opinion the best 
North American ultra runner ever). We shared the trail for an 
hour before she dusted me on a particularly nasty hill. A couple 
of months later I was kicking back in Batopilas Mexico with the 
enigmatic Caballo Blanco, of Born to Run fame. 

Getting to actually participate with (and not just briefly meet) 
the great figures of trail ultra running is just one example of how 
accessible our sport is to everyone. And that was the inspiration for 
the Tarawera Ultramarathon, now entering its fourth year.  

Tarawera is a 100km trail ultra from Rotorua to Kawerau on New 
Zealand’s North Island. Even by New Zealand standards (high), it’s a 
spectacular part of the world. 

Back in California, when I dreamt up the idea of putting on Tarawera, I 
instinctively knew it would be a great course – because it’s exactly the sort 
of run that I love doing. I just hoped like hell that some other runners 
would want to take part in the same experience. Fortunately, they did. 

Back when Tarawera was still an embryo of an idea, there were perhaps 
half a dozen NZ trail ultramarathons, Kepler easily being the most 
popular among them (as it remains). Today, there’s perhaps two to 
three times that number. So it seems that we are riding an exciting 
wave of enthusiasm for this type of running. 

But why? Beyond the obvious of the physical challenge/reward 
equation, ultra events bring people together is a very special way. 



Friendships begin on trails. As a Race Director, that’s what is most 
important to me.  The course itself provides the test, the adventure 
and the setting; elements that without fail combine to become a truly 
unforgettable day. But it’s the community that really makes the event.  

I naively thought that organising a trail ultra was pretty much 
about putting a few arrows in the ground and ribbons on the trees. 
Getting the event off the ground had some major hurdles –  
not the least of which was money (not something the outdoor  
and adventure world is awash in!). Permissions from Iwi  
(the local Maori) and the Department Of Conservation also 
needed to be granted, all of which took months of research and  
a small mountain of paperwork – not the kind of mountains  
I generally like toiling on. 

Today, my major hurdle is the word “ultra”, which puts people 
off entering. I am dismayed when runners says they will not enter 
Tarawera because they are not fit enough or are too scared to run. 
Injury or a medical condition aside, that is the whole point of the 
event. Challenging yourself in the ultra distances makes you feel 
alive, scared and on the edge, while also providing a feeling of 
belonging within a special community. And if you believe all the 
health experts and medical papers these days, community is at the 
core of a healthy, vibrant life, as is a connection to nature. 

Community. Wilderness. Throw a long run in the mix and you 
come up with events the ilk of Tarawera – a one-way trail to  
well-earned contentment * 

Paul Charteris is the Race Director for the Vibram Tarawera Ultra.  
The event, held annually in late March, is New Zealand’s most  
popular 50-mile or 100k run. Paul wishes to thank Vibram for  
its inaugural support for the 2012 race. 

www.taraweraultra.co.nz  

www.taraweraultra.co.nz
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andrew vize claims to have never run an  
official marathon. yet, it is this exact  
distance that set him on the road towards  
what is now a very successful running career.  
While enjoying the fruits of his mid-twenties 
through endless late nights and parties, 
something in him clicked when a colleague lent  
him a book, Confessions of an all-night runner 
by us ultra-running legend, dean Karnazes. 
that night, he bet his wife laura that  
he could run a marathon with no training. 

She wasn’t convinced he could do it, but the very next day, Andrew  
drove out 42km dropping drink bottles every 10km from his house  
in Mona Vale. He then got out the car and ran back. The rest is history.  
That day a competitor was born, and in just four short years Andrew  
has blitzed the Australian trail scene at the 100 mile and beyond distance. 

For the record, he’s won the Great North Walk 100 mile race three  
times, smashing the course record by nearly one and a half hours  
this year. He’s also the fastest Aussie the prestigious Western States  
100 mile course, recording a time of 20 hours and 11 minutes. 

Along with his mates at www.Ultra168.com, he also holds the records  
for the fastest traverses of the entire Great North Walk (250kms) and  
the Hume and Hovell track (440kms) plus the Mt Solitary Ultra, a 45km  
lap around the massive Jamieson Valley with huge elevation challenges.

But what drives him to want to get better and better? Following his   
hat-trick of wins at GNW100s, his Ultra168 team mate Dan Bleakman 
turns the tables on him to get an insight behind the man at the front  
of the Australian 100 miler pack.

Words > Dan Bleakman    www.ultra168.com 
Images > Courtesy Andrew Vize & Aurora Images   
www.auroraimages.com.au

www.Ultra168.com
www.ultra168.com
www.auroraimages.com.au
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you’ve had your share of great results,  
but has there been a time when it hasn’t gone right?
The Australian Alpine 100 mile race in 2009 held in the Victorian Alps.  
Heading up Mt. Feathertop with over 100km in the legs and 60km to go  
I was suddenly reduced to a slow walk. I struggled to put one foot in front 
of the other and was swaying, grabbing imaginary branches and in danger 
of falling off the side of the trail down the steep embankment in the dark. 
I tried increasing my nutrition, but it didn’t help. I decided to take my 
pack off and have a power nap in the middle of the trail for five minutes. 

I didn’t fall asleep but being able to mentally check out of the race for 
that short period of time was the only option I had left.  I was awoken 
instantly by a fresh relay runner storming up the trail at full speed, none 
other than Stu Gibson, one of Australia’s top trail runners.  With the 
short nap behind me, I rallied and finished in third place.

running for almost a full day, how do you deal with  
food and drink on the run?
I race almost entirely on liquid fuels.  Hammer Perpetuem is the  
primary source of my calories with gels and some energy bars added 
when racing flat out.  By consuming mostly liquids I find any digestion 
issues are removed and you are getting the energy almost instantly.   
This allows me to focus more on navigation, body temperature, hydration 
levels, fatigue levels and most importantly how I’m placed in the race.

There is of course water and keeping your salts in check to consider too. 
One of the major causes for people not finishing races is due to  
dehydration and poor nutrition. People stepping up from marathons 
can be unaware as to how important this is. You can run a marathon  
on next to no food or water – a 175kms trail race over 30 hours is  
a completely different beast altogether. It takes quite a bit of trial and 
error, but once you have a formula, stick to it. Also important is  
understanding how to manage things when plans don’t quite work out. 
Are you eating and drinking too much or too little? It takes time,  
but once mastered it’s the key to doing well in these races.

What about your training for these events?  
Talk us through your typical week.
The weekend is the most important time for us as ultra-runners, simply 
because we have more time to run! Saturday will see our training group 
head out on the trails and run anywhere from 50–70kms, run at pace. 
During the week I run with a selection of buddies from Ultra168  
(Dan and Marcus in particular), as well as a few others and we’ll run 
pretty much every day Monday to Thursday. Friday we may have a rest 
day, or head out for a light 10kms at an easy pace.

We typically start running at 5am with a view of running 1.5–2 hours 
each day and anywhere from 15–25kms. These sessions will be over 
trails, hills and a selection of speed work thrown in on the road and 
around the track. In total, depending on where we are in the training 
regime, we’ll run anywhere between 130–200kms a week.

Sydney Altitude Training also opened recently. It’s close to my home in 
Mosman and I train to run at elevations as high as 4000m, at least twice 
a week. Over the six months that I have been altitude training I have won 
three races and set new best training times. It’s given me an extra gear.
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many know you from your blazing 100-mile performances,  
but you’re not an overnight success, right? 

I turned 30 earlier this year, which also marked just under four years  
of competitive running. I ran my first ultra-marathon in 2008,  
the 45km Six Foot Track held in the Blue Mountains.  I remember  
finishing and feeling like “Is that it?”

After that first Six Foot Track I sought a bigger challenge, so I signed up 
for The North Face 100, a 100km race through some of the toughest  
and most scenic trails in the Blue Mountains. I finished in 16hrs 14mins, 
but it was that race that grabbed me. It was a pretty rough recovery  
for my first 100km but a great learning experience and I wanted more.

After The North Face 100, a friend mentioned a 175km trail race held on 
the Great North Walk Track near the Central Coast.  It’s listed as Australia’s  
toughest trail race and has a 50 per cent failure / finishing rate due to the 
distance, isolation, terrain, and heat. There are only six aid stations in 
the entire race, which are on average 25km apart.  I entered as soon as I 
could, and from there fell in with the wrong crowd. I completed the race 
in a gruelling 29 hours and had nothing left when I crossed the line.

But I had uncovered this world of runners who would get up at 4am on 
a Saturday morning, meet somewhere in the bush at 6am run 40–50km 
runs week in, week out. I couldn’t quite believe that you could go out 
and do what is essentially an ultra-marathon each week, but it has become 
part of who I am. Now it’s normal for us to get up and run 60–70kms 
each Saturday and then back-up with a full training week. To the outside 
world I know what we do isn’t normal as such, but for us it is a way of life.

you can run a  
marathon on next  
to no food or water  
– a 175kms trail race 
over 30 hours is  
a completely  
different beast  
altogether. it takes  
quite a bit of trial 
and error, but  
once you have a  
formula, stick to it.
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That’s a pretty heavy load, how do you balance that  
with your work and family?
It can be tough, but ultimately you’re the governor of your own 
time, which is part of the ethos behind Ultra168. You’ll hear people 
constantly bemoan the fact that they don’t have time to train, but  
the way we see it, there are 168 hours in a week to run. That’s why  
we get up at 4am on week-days and sometimes 1am on a Saturday 
morning to go and train. There’s always time, you just have to  
make it a priority and balance with those around you.

My wife is also an endurance athlete and a massive fan of cycling,  
so she understands my crazy world. I think it also helps surrounding 
yourself with like-minded people as it helps to motivate and  
rationalise what you do.

how has trail and ultra running developed in the last few 
years in australia from that first time you ran gnW in 2008?
The sport has come on leaps and bounds, and I think that’s  
largely due to the fact that younger guys and girls are attracted  
to the sport more so than ever before. Previously, running  
stupidly long distances was probably seen as the domain of the  
older runner, someone who’d taken the marathon as far as they 
could, and was now retiring gracefully in the ‘slower’ ultra scene.

I think the rules are all totally out of the window now and people are 
looking for a bigger challenge, which is where you’ll find a lot of  
debate in running circles. Some want to push their body physically  
to see how fast they can run a certain distance, while others like me  
are more interested in seeing how far we can push in other ways.  
I want to push not just physically but mentally, too, and I think  
many people who have run a marathon are now looking for the same. 
A massive part of why we run 100 mile races is the mental challenge 
that’s involved. Physical conditioning is certainly required, but often 
races can come down to who wants it more.

There’s more information out there than ever before, too. When I  
first started running I had to literally ask people on the trails and just 
experiment with things week in week out. Now there is a plethora of 
websites and indeed groups that offer information for those entering 
one of the many races that now exist in Australia, thanks largely to  
the foresight of a few people and of course the backing of companies.

As part of my running team, Ultra168, we have a website that offers 
all the types of advice that when we first started, wasn’t in existence. 
Our goal is to get more and more people into the sport, and a way 
we can do that is to pass on what we’ve learnt to them in the hope 
that they’ll become hooked on the sport we love too. 

What are your thoughts on the commercialisation  
that’s beginning to hit the ultra scene?
Personally I think it’s great that more and more companies are  
coming on-board to support the community. It’s obvious that  
this is a huge growth market globally and companies will naturally 
want to get involved and be associated with events and runners. 

We’re very lucky to work with some great companies as part of  
Ultra168, and the support they provide to us is second to none.  
From the nutrition at Hammer through to getting our hands on  
the latest gear through Footpoint Shoe Clinic and Salomon. These  
companies are genuinely interested in helping to further trail running 
in Australia and we think this is only a good thing for our sport.

At the other end of the scale, The North Face 100km is the new 
marathon benchmark so to speak for a lot of what you would call 
‘everyday’ runners. People run a marathon and then say ‘what’s 
next?’ and this is where the North Face 100km has done such a 
great job of pulling in the big names.

AROC, the organisers of The North Face 100km has probably the 
premier ultra-marathon race in Australia on its books, and this year 
Salomon had the foresight to bring the world’s greatest trail runner, 
Kilian Jornet, to run, which was simply amazing. That alone would 
have boosted interest in ultra running hugely in Australia. 

not only are races selling out in minutes, but it also seems 
as though standards are rising with the number of records 
that have been broken this year? Why do you think that is?
People are simply better prepared than a few years ago – this is 
quite clearly evident when you see that records for the major trail 
races in Australia have all been broken this year. Trail and ultra 
running is still in its relative infancy in Australia, so there’s still 
a lot of trial and error going on, but more and more runners are 
starting to understand what it is they need to do to not only finish 
these races, but to run them hard and place well. 

Take this year’s GNW100s for example. In the previous six years of 
that race, only 30 people had gone under the magic sub–30 hour 
silver medal standard. This year, 19 people went under and this 
wasn’t down to luck. Quite simply, people understand more  
about what they have to do and this will only increase over the next  
few years. Hopefully we’ll have a few people that could seriously  
challenge some of the great Europeans and US runners.

Plans for 2012?
I am at the mercy of the lotteries for the big races next year. I will 
have to see how lucky I get. I have entries in for Western States and 
Hardrock and will also enter the Ultra Trail Tour Du Mt Blanc.   
It is likely I will only be drawn to run one of these three big  
100 mile races next year. I plan to revisit the Alpine 100 miler,   
a couple of shorter ultras and defend my title at the Great  
North Walk.  It’ll be an exciting year *

Author Dan Bleakman and Andrew Vize, along with a few other  
hardy trail adherants are the good and dedicated folk behind  
www.ultra168.com, the premier source for all ultra-dedicated trail  
info on the web. Check them out, sign up to their blog. They rock.

www.ultra168.com

www.ultra168.com
www.ultra168.com
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There aren’t many trail running races in the world where 
competitors go into the event chewing ginger and worrying about 

their sea legs as much as their mountain legs, but Australia’s 
Three Peaks Race around the volatile water of Tasmania is  

strictly for those with a heightened sense of adventure, and a 
strong stomach. Vickie Saunders and Pat Kinsella scramble  
in the footsteps of rough runner Richard Bowles as he aims  

for a triple top triumph (while trying to keep his lunch down)… 

Words > Pat Kinsella with Vickie Saunders  

Images > Krystle Wright, Scott Gelston, Kate Phibbs, Heidi Hibberd on water
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“I felt sick in the head. I mean, you have  
to be a bit sick in the head to take  

on an event like this, but I mean I felt  
really bad. Dizzy, like I’d had way  

too many beers. Everything was spinning.  
I just wanted to get out of there…”  

Easter 2011 was the 23rd time the Australian Three Peaks Race  
had been run (and sailed) around the Apple Isle, but the challenge’s 
historical roots extend right across the oceans to Blighty, where the 
original Three Peaks race – first contested by seven boats and even 
fewer rules back in 1977 – still marries sailing prowess with athletic 
endurance annually. The concept crossed the globe and landed on 
the seas and slopes of Tasmania in 1989, after an Australian team 
captained by Martin Pryor competed in the 1987 British event.  

In the UK, the race sees teams of five (three sailors and  two 
runners) sail from Barmouth in Wales to Whitehaven in England 
and then on to Fort William in Scotland, with the runners scaling 
Snowdon, Scafell Pike and Ben Nevis – the highest peaks in each of 
the three countries that make up mainland Britain – along the way. 

Just like in Tasmania’s race, the yachts (strictly using only  
wind or oar power) take runners to the closest possible landing 
spot. In the case of Whitehaven that still leaves them 27km  
short of the mountain, so runners hop on bikes to get them  

to and from Gillerthwaite at the base of Scafell Pike,  
punctuating the ride with a 30km run to the summit and back.      

No bikes are required in the Tasmanian iteration of the event, but  
all the other principles are the same. Accordingly there are three  
stages to the challenge: Launceston to Flinders Island (sailing distance 
90 nautical miles, run 65km, vertical ascent 756 metres), Fraser 
Island to Freycinet (sailing distance 145 nautical miles, run 35km, 
vertical ascent 620 metres), and finally Freycinet to Hobart (sailing 
distance 100 nautical miles, run 33km, vertical ascent 1270 metres). 

Fittingly, the race typically takes three days to complete,  
but times have stretched right out to five days in the past. 
Competitors can do all the preparation and training they like,  
but Mother Nature calls the shots here. 

It’s seldom a dull event. Previous years have seen runners having  
to deal with everything from debilitating bouts of sea-sickness 
through to boats becoming becalmed and even teams being 
shipwrecked. And there was Richard thinking he had problems…

Richard Bowles isn’t used to feeling green when he has 
his running shoes on. A veteran of many ultra races, 
including the Tenzing-Hillary Everest Marathon and  
a professional running coach, he is anything but a  
rookie runner. And yet there he was giving Kermit a run  
for his money in the algae-coloured face department.  
And, as the all-singing, pig-loving frog once pointed 
out, it’s not easy being green. Especially when you  
have to run the equivalent of three marathons, in the 
dark, on little sleep and virtually no fuel.  

But that’s what you get when you take two ultra 
mountain runners – one of them seriously underdone 
in the preparation stakes – add a 48-foot yacht,  
four middle-aged sailors, 335 nautical miles of sailing  
and 133km of gnarly mountain running. That’s what 
you’re signing up for when you autograph your  
entry form for the Australian Three Peaks Race. 
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Richard Bowles signed up for the event years ago. There’s a 
register for runners who are interested in doing the race, but who 
don’t have any yachtie mates, or at least none that are up for the 
challenge. It’s a lonely legs list, if you will. ‘Runner seeks sailors for 
uncomfortable and brief relationship.’ That kind of thing. 

A couple of years went past, however, and as he hadn’t been 
contacted he stopped checking the website. Then, out of the deep 
blue, just one month before the 2011 event, he got a call. The call. 

Richard was invited by skipper Dr Charles Meredith to join his  
crew on board the Peccadillo. Incredibly, considering the short notice,  
the team was two runners down, so he was able to choose his running 
partner too. It was a no brainer: mate and sometimes-training 
buddy, Chris Wight was instantly press ganged into the team.

Already on minimal training due to injury, Richard had to quickly 
get some extra kays under his belt. Chris, meanwhile, was signed up 
to do the Oxfam Trailwalker just three weeks before the Three Peaks, 
a race which his team promptly won for the second time, beating the 
previous race record while they were at it. 

At least one out of the two runners was on song, but was there enough 
time for the pair to get race-ready for such an extreme event?

For runners, all their ‘recovery’ time during the Three Peaks is spent 
in the claustrophobic confines of a small yacht. Sleep can be evasive, 
despite the brutality of the distances involved. Although the running 
stages are punctuated by stints under sail, ice baths, massages and hot 
showers are a distant fantasy in this event, and sometimes runners are 
required to pitch in and help the sailing crew. 

Often runners have no idea how long it will be until they’re called 
into action again. The ocean and the wind dictate the pace in this 
race, and once landfall is made there’s no gentle walking to loosen 
up tight legs: as soon as the boat docks you’re away up the shoreline 
like foot-soldiers landing on an enemy beach.  

And the runners don’t have a monopoly on suffering. Captain and 
crew have to stay sharp in the face of sleep deprivation while under 
sail, and there’s little time for rest while the runners slog their way 
to peaks, as the boat has to be readied and primed to go as soon as 
they’re back on board. There’s no place for anyone to hide in this 
race, and all pay for their passage in sweat and blood . 

A 4000-strong crowd gathered at Beauty Point for the race start, 
the atmosphere electric along the Tamar River as yachts sailed swiftly 
over the start line. Inside the boats nervous tension crackled like 
static in the air, with the racers barely an hour from the treacherous 
waters of Bass Strait.

 As Peccadillo took an early lead out of the heads, Richard and Chris 
climbed inside the cabin. Apart from their running stints, this would 
be the closest to outdoors that they would get for the next three days; 
there would be no lounging around on the deck on this trip.

Eight long hours later, Peccadillo tacked into port at Flinders Island. 
Richard had been kicked in the guts by sea-sickness during the sailing 
leg. Unable to eat he was lacking his normal nutritional lead-in and 

worried about hunger flatting. As they’d sailed closer to the island, 
he forced some high-calorie goodies down, frantically stuffed gels, 
energy bars and lollies into his backpack and hoped for the best. At 
this stage the runners wanted nothing more than to get off the damn 
boat and get stuck into their first mountain trail. 

At precisely 10.34pm, barely 15 minutes ahead of their closest 
rivals onboard Advantedge, the pair finally connected itchy toes  
with terra firma and commenced the 65km return run to the 
summit of Mt Strzelecki (1350 metres). 

The summit route takes in mixed terrain, including singletrack 
around the Strzelecki ranges, and 6km of ascent and descent over 
the summit. Runners have a choice: clockwise or anti-clockwise. 
Richard and Chris went anti-clockwise, choosing to deal with the 
main stretch of bitumen in the first 20km and leaving the more 
challenging and enjoyable 45km of unsealed trails for later.

The pair ran through pitch darkness for seven hours, carrying a 
full backpack of compulsory safety gear, including sleeping bag, 
first aid kit, and waterproof clothing. Having heard tales from 
years gone by, Richard believed there was a high probability that 
items such as space blankets and thermal balaclavas may actually be 
dragged into action in this event. 

But no emergency gear was called upon during this early leg, as 
the pair successfully reached the top of Strzelecki – its legendary 
view lost to the dark night – and made their way swiftly back to 
Peccadillo for a fast getaway. They’d put 45 minutes between them 
and their nearest rival, granting the crew a precious buffer.
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At 2am on Anzac Day, dedicated spectators were rewarded with 
the sight of the Peccadillo nudging through the gloom. Chris and 
Richard leapt from the boat, recharged with the kind of energy that 
is born only from frustration. After fidgeting through the requisite 
gear check 10-second countdown, they sprinted into the night to 
tackle the nasty 15km climb of Mt Wellington, the highest mountain 
of the Three Peaks challenge. The excited media pack (and a few 
enthusiastic drinkers who had just been turfed out of Salamanca 
Place’s pubs)  raced after them, cutting them off where singletrack 
crossed the mountain road. 

On top of Mt Wellington, it was below zero and a blistering wind cut 
through the suddenly stationary runners. Chris and Richard stood on 
the summit and stared at each other, confused. There was no sign of 
a race marshal, and rules (considerably tighter these days) stipulated 
that they needed to be checked in before their descent. 

(One of their unfortunate rivals had missed the checkpoint at Coles 
Bay, and when they returned to their boat they were told that they 
would need to re-run the entire 35km course or face elimination 
from the race. They re-ran the course and ended up finishing the 
race in third place overall.)

While Anne, a member of the support crew, phoned race 
headquarters for clarification on whether an official checkpoint was 
set-up, Chris and Richard bundled under blankets, chewed banana 
sandwiches and skulled warm tea with honey. Richard hadn’t eaten for 
the previous 10 hours and he was running on empty. 

On the ocean, the captain backed up the runners’ sterling effort, 
racing ahead at speeds of up to 27 knots for several hours (almost 
unheard of in sailing of this type). A competitor had lost a rudder 
somewhere in Bass Strait, and the next nearest team was now more 
than two sailing hours behind them.

Richard’s sea-sickness remained a cause for concern, however. 
With 65km already in the legs, and little sleep, he wouldn’t be 
anywhere near ready for the next stage unless he refueled. Normally 
a voracious eater he tried in vain to force down some staples: bread, 
pasta, some ham. Nothing worked and he resorted to laying on his 
back in a lower cabin, drinking fluids. 

On a yacht, it’s difficult for runners to recover and prepare – there’s 
not much room for stretching and it’s hard to remain stable due to 
constant rocking of the boat. The crew battles the elements and moods 
of Mother Nature, while the runners fight their own minds and bodies. 

The fact that the Peccadillo’s was setting a sizzling and potentially 
record-breaking pace was cause for excitement, but it also meant 
the runners had much less recovery time between mountain runs. 
At 6.45pm, Richard and Chris, were ejected from the boat and into 
the waiting arms of Freycinet National Park.

Buoyed by the cheers of locals they quickly snapped into focus 
and sprinted into the make-shift race office, where a thorough 
equipment check was conducted and a countdown given before they 
launched into the punishing peaks of Freycinet National Park. 

“The support the locals show, turning up to cheer you on even in the 
middle of the night, is an amazing feature of the race,” says Richard. 
“On Flinders Island there were loads of people out, and the support 
was good in Freycinet too. It really makes a difference.” 

After they ran away from the crowds and the cheers had faded in their 
ears, however, the pain began to bite. Once again they were running 
in inky black conditions, although a full moon did eventually appear 
over the mountain to offer some silvery guidance.

“I was gutted to miss out on the view on this leg,” admits Richard. 
“Although the stars were like nothing I’d seen before.”   

The first stage, a lack of rest and constant nausea were all taking 
their toll on the lads. On a run that should have taken 4 to 5 hours, 
Chris and Richard were forced to walk sections, slowing their return 
to dock time to 7 hours. The rest of the field were hurting too, 
though, and Peccadillo retained the lead as the team tacked down  
the east coast and rounded Port Arthur. Nipping at their stern  
was Advantedge, closely followed by VisitFlindersIsland.com.au.

And then the wind died, and any thoughts of record-setting 
perished too. The Peccadillo bobbed somewhere near the head of the 
Derwent River, crawling along at around 2 or 3 knots.  

If the wait seemed interminable for the small crowd gathered at 
Kings Wharf straining for a glimpse of the yachts, inside the boat the 
race felt like it had stalled altogether. Crumbs of comfort came in 
the certain knowledge that their rivals were all in the same situation.

Word came back. Race headquarters conceded that Peccadillo  
were so ahead of schedule they hadn’t been able to organise a 
marshal to be at the top of Mt Wellington in time for their arrival. 

Based on a description of their surrounds the officials acknowledged 
that the guys had indeed reached the summit, and a furious descent 
to the finish began. How much time had they lost? No one knew, but 
they weren’t going to waste any more by looking over their shoulders.  

As they subsequently discovered, the boys were nine hours ahead  
of their nearest rivals, so it wasn’t that they were worried about a 
photo finish, but the pull of the finishline was strong, and they  
both put the hammer down as they approached Constitution Dock. 

The Peccadillo’s total time of two days and 16 hours, a clear victory, was 
six hours shy of the race record, but the big catamaran did break the 
sailing record for the leg between Flinders Island to Coles Bay. 

Richard was just pleased that everything had stopped spinning  
and he could get back to his normal colour. The first line  
his post-race interview with the ABC news crew said it all:  
“I’m so glad we don’t have to get back on that bloody boat! ”  

Richard Bowle’s next big adventure will see him running the full length  
of the Bicentennial National Trail – all 5330 kilometres of it. Richard 
plans to cover 30km to 50km a day, starting on 25 March 2012  
and finishing around mid September. >

www.threepeaks.org.au    
www.threepeaksyachtrace.co.uk
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Fancy a crack at the Tassie triple top? 

The Australian Three Peaks race  
begins on Good Friday each year;  
the start dates for upcoming races are:

2012 > 6 April 

2013 > 29 March 

2014 > 18 April  

Three Peak Factoids
* The fastest ever runners to complete the Three Peaks Tasmanian 
Challenge were Tim Sloan and Andrew Kromar, who took 11 
hours and 52 minutes to finish the three foot stages of the race in 
1996. They were onboard Excess (McKillop Insurance).

* The runner who has completed the most races is Lloyd Febey, 
who has contested the challenge 18 times.

* In 2003, while racing on Mersey Pharmacy, Andrew Kromar and 
Nigel Aylott completed the third trail running stage – 35km up 
to the rocky top of Mt Wellington and back – in an incredible 
time of 2 hours 28 minutes 0 seconds.

* The spiritual father of the three peaks challenge was a Harold 
‘Bill’ Tilman, a double war hero, mountaineer, explorer, sailor and 
all-round extraordinary adventurer. Bill was more of a doer than 
an organiser, however, and it was his doctor, Rob Haworth, who 
sorted out the logistics and put the race structure together. When it 
came to establishing the boundaries of the challenge, Bill famously 
commented: “Why not just let them get on with it?” Unsurprisingly 
then, the rule book was brief, with the major law being that racers 
can harness only human and wind power to get to the finish line.  

Beyond the Triple 

Having clearly decided that sailing is for wimps,  
during the last British ‘summer’, four 
Cornishmen had a crack at doing the UK’s 
Three Peak Challenge by rowing the sea legs. 
Taking on the traditional course in reverse,  
it took them 13 days 6 hours and 30 minutes  
to row, run and cycle 480 miles (768km). 

www.3peaksrow.co.uk

VISIT FOOTPRO.COM.AU 

Footpro is Australia’s most advanced footwear fitting experience.
Using a combination of the latest video analysis, pressure mapping technology  
and the proven experience of our teams knowledge, Footpro can create custom
footwear solutions for trail runners. We have refined the fitting process 
into 3 stages to create the 3 Step System. This interactive service provides 
the ultimate in fit, comfort and performance.   

Bookings phone: 03 9509 9199
14 Glenferrie Road Malvern  |  email. info@footpro.com.au 

STEP TWO:

CUSTOM INSOLE /
SPORTS SPECIFIC  

STEP THREE:
 SHOE SELECTION /  FIT AND FUNCTION 

3 STEP
FITTING
SYSTEM

STEP ONE:
 PRESSURE  ANALYSIS /

FOOTSCAN

COMFORT +
PERFORMANCE

DOES EXIST

www.3peaksrow.co.uk
http://www.footpro.com.au


Sole Mate

yes, we’ve caved in, we’ve jumped on the bandwagon, we’re going 
to run a piece on minimalist running. in particular, garry dagg  
has spent hundreds of running kilometres, nay maybe a thousand,  
clod only in a pair of sandals. here he gives his thoughts on the 
luna originals, which are as close to traditional footwear as you’ll 
want to risk (garry did risk the more traditional – it didn’t work out).

If you’re going to run around in a pair of sandals strapped to your  
feet, by cowhide you want to be pretty sure that the science behind  
them is sound.  But it is of course entirely plausible that the theory is 
wrong; that somewhere in between the often smug opining of barefoot 
converts and the angry and outraged retorts of the shod lies the truth.  

My experiment with barefoot running has relied on the Luna Original 
Sandals and after a year of injury free kilometres I’m swaying towards 
one side of the debate.

The theory dividing running theorists is that barefoot is the way to run, 
backed by millions of years of evolutionary design that no too-smart-
by-half shoe designer in SoCal or Tokyo could ever hope to usurp.  

The reply is that we no longer persistence hunt on the savannah, so why  
not cushion our feet with technology like we pad out the rest of our  lives.  
Sitting on the evolutionary side of the divide are the Luna Sandals  
mob, makers of a minimalist sandal whose design is based around the 
footwear of the legendary Tarahumara Indians of Mesoamerica.

I first came upon the Luna sandal’s inspiration while wandering 
through South America 15 years ago.  On the epic and dizzying  
altiplano of Bolivia and Peru, where poverty is the reality of life,  
sandals are made of recycled tyres with the sole cut from the tyre’s  
tread while excess rubber is nailed into the side to form a tight fitting 

Words > Garry Dagg  *  Images > Nathan Dyer & Barefoot Ted

loop.  They are the Nikes of the Quechua and Aymara world,  
the shoe that any self respecting high altitude Indian wears while 
tending their flock of llamas or walking the 20 or 30km into market  
with a 30 kilogram load of quinoa strapped across his forehead.  

I had a pair made up for me in a local market, handed over  
$1.30 and spent a hard month trying to break them in until  
I accepted that it was in fact the shoes that were breaking my  
feet in. Used tyre rubber has no desire to soften and I eventually  
gave up my experiment in abandoned Bridgestones.

A long succession of westernised sandals later, a pair of Luna sandals  
arrived in my PO box through the wonders of internet shopping.  

The brainchild of the same Barefoot Ted who features in  
barefoot running’s seminal text Born to Run, they are a melange  
of the take-no-prisoners rubber wear of the Americas, the  
legendary sole manufacturing of Italy’s Vibram and some remnants  
of West Coast America’s hippy heritage.  

The Original Luna (pictured) as it is now known is 3mm of Vibram 
rubber with a round hole up front and a couple of slits either side  
and comes with either leather or hemp laces of which I have had both.  

The sandals are designed to be a closer experience to  
barefoot running than even minimalist shoes without the sore  
pads, blood blisters and glass cuts of true barefoot running.

After a year’s use and a couple of thousand kilometers in the  
Luna Originals they have become like a second sole. While the  
black leather laces lasted almost a year, the soles themselves  
have simply moulded to the unfortunate shape of my foot and  
form a thin layer of protection between me and the ground.  

1 1 0 luna original > trail shoe review
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The proprioception firing signals from the ground to my brain may not  
be the same as running barefoot but larger gradations and bumps are 
easily felt through the thin sole and in terms of light and efficient running 
they can not be beaten.  They are irresistibly comfortable and after a 
year’s running and a pair of laces the soles continue to hold up strong.

The lacing system can be a complicated one for young players.  There 
are as many methods of tying the laces as there are imaginations 
attempting the feat but the ‘traditional’ one based on the Tarahumara’s 
own style is my favourite as it holds the sole snug against the foot without 
the lacing cutting into the skin.  While the leather lace is harsher on 
the skin than the hemp alternative it has amazing lasting properties 
and survived throughout months of running on sodden trails, finally 
giving up by eroding away under the ball of my foot.  This is easily 
fixed however, as another knot can be tied leaving the lace a couple 
of centimeters shorter.  The hemp, by contrast, is more comfortable 
and easier on the ankle but snapped at the big toe after a few hundred 
kilometres.

The only issue with the Lunas is what to do with all the stares.  Running 
by anyone in their clunky and expensive shoes will always garner a double 
take and running groups are astounded by your arrival in a pair of sandals 
which would sell for triple the price at a boutique women’s wear shop.  

If you’re happy to cop the skepticism and cynicism, their durability, 
form and function are imperious and, if you want an almost barefoot 
alternative without the cost of minimalist shoes or the pain of breaking 
in your soles, Luna’s are the second sole you need *

Editor’s disclaimer > In Ed#2 of Trail Run Mag, you may recall an advert 
(paid) for Luna Sandals. Not in this one, however. We did not run Garry’s 
piece to appease the lads at Luna. In coincidence, at the time of writing 
I had only just shod my own feet in a pair of Lunas for a trail test. But it 
takes time to get their groove. So we’ll save my opinion – good or bad 
– for another issue (different model Luna, too). Rather this piece was 
an independently submitted article and opinion, not solicited and not 
published to curry any favour with Luna. The opinions are Garry’s alone. 
He paid for his pair. Luna may never advertise again. Who knows?  
But they are relevant as we the launch of the film version of the book  
Born To Run nears and the explosion of minimalist running continues 
apace. Anyway, we liked the cut of Garry’s jib. So we ran it.

luna sandals

Great For > all conditions, so long as your technique is 
sound and you’re happy to get dirt under your toenails.

Not so great for > the post-run breakfast where you’ll be 
so busy answering questions about them that you won’t 
be able to get to that organic gluten free raisin toast with 
ethically sourced yak’s butter before it goes cold on you.

Test Conditions > None other than the Kimberley and 
the trails in and around the Kununurra region. A mix-
ture of boggy sand, black soil mud and jagged rocks are 
the standard fare and an epic wet season had this pair of 
Luna’s running through deep puddles and doing a few 
creek crossings per run.  With humid conditions all day 
they were unable to dry out between runs.

Tester > Garry Dagg.  It’s fair to say Garry’s glory days are 
a hazy memory laid to waste by a trail of nappies, sleepless 
nights and pram running outings. With three kids under 
five, the time of Ironman triathlons, mountain bike 
and ski touring only have a place in the photo albums 
and Friday afternoon stories of how good he used to 
be.  With time of the essence, Garry now focuses on trail 
running as a perfect way to get out bush, stay fit and to 
get home before all hell breaks loose.

Tester mechanics > A middle of the packer.  75kgs-worth 
of pronating runner, this tester has a midfoot strike and 
tries to run as light as possible.

RRP  US$50 plus shipping for naked top with leather  
or hemp laces.  Add $10 for new fangled elastic laces and 
another $15 for suede top to lessen the moisture slip.

www.lunasandals.com

www.lunasandals.com
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cold Feet?
The latter reasons that (i) you’re going to get just as wet from sweat 
on the inside not escaping as efficiently as you would from the odd 
puddle on the outside and (ii) you’re trail running, ergo you’re 
supposed to get wet feet and thus wicking ability is more desirable 
than a fabricated wet weather liner, and (iii) go in a puddle  
or stream deep enough, or if it’s pelting down long enough,  
water is going to seep in the one hole you can’t plug anyway  
(that’d be the one your ankle slots down into).

Me? I’m a fence sitter. For conditions that are cold (little sweat)  
and slightly inclement, I don’t mind a protective barrier – even  
if it’s just so my foot sweaty or otherwise stays that bit warmer.  
So for the sake of this argument let us say that it’s freezing cold,  
it’s pitter-pattering down, and my trail doesn’t have any oceans 
to cross. Here, then, the Brooks Ghost GTX upper is an ideal 
combination. And to be fair, for a Gore Tex lined product I found 
it sweated out my sweat at a sufficient rate. In hot weather? Nup. 

gorE TEx in Trail shoEs?  
lET’s arguE ThE Toss.  
somE loVE iT For ThE  
sEnsE oF sECuriTy iT  
giVEs (ThaT ThEir PinkiEs  
Won’T gET WET WhEn mum  
naTurE sTarTs sPiTTing).  
oThErs – usually  
ThE sWEaTy bETTy’s –  
Won’T go nEar gorE.

brooks ghosT 4 gTx

Great for > lower end to mid ultras, smooth,  
hardpacked trails, heavier runners and those who like  
underfoot protection and cushioning 

Not so great for > fully technical trail,  
downhill and slippery, trail feel

Test conditions > Mixed trail, hardpacked and  
soft soil, fire-trail, some technical trail with mud  
and slippery rock conditions, ~80km   

Tester > Chris Ord – middleweight (if that) everyman  
trail runner, completed the Oxfam 100k, a half TNF100,  
a bush marathon in the Grampians knocking off four highest 
peaks, and shorter distance trail runs for multisport events. 
Regular outdoor gear tester for myriad outdoor magazines, 
including Australian Geographic Outdoor magazine.

Tester mechanics > Mild pronation and midfoot to  
rear (when getting tired) strike, battling ITB/hamstring issues.

RRP  AU$249.95 

www.brooksrunning.com.au

Whatever the copywriters speel, the proof’s in the dirty,  
muddy pud. In this instance, that pud was training for  
and then an in-race 50km hit-out doing a half of the Great  
Ocean Road 100 and it must be said that they performed  
damn admirably. 

No blisters and no bruising on the ball or heel (there’s that 
cushioning coming into play). Given the shoes are – despite  
the ‘heavy’ look – quite light, they are a great option for runs 
verging into ultra territory (50-100km) in wet and cold  
conditions where trails are packed firm and not too technical. 

I’d put these shoes up there in terms of overall trail performance. 
A good trail shoe for those used to road, just getting into trail  
and not likely to go too hardcore and for the experienced  
runner a great shoe for building up serious mileage on 
intermediate trails that suffer from damp *

Residing in Brooks’ trail category, these shoes are verging on crossover 
territory. Cushioning is present in abundance – great for heavy runners 
and those used to plenty of rebound in their sole. The special EVA 
compound used for the insole boards supply the bounce and flexibility. 
But all that comfort is not so great for trail feel. The grip is good but  
not outstanding and suffers when it gets muddy or rain rock hopper 
slippery, making the Ghosts a good mid-range trail option – anything  
too gnarly or slippery and they start to lose traction. 

The shoes are roomy through the midfoot, so people with plenty  
of plank will be happy, but those with slimliners may swim a little.

Let’s get the marketing guff out of the way: DNA cushioning uses  
high viscosity liquid to react (“it’s alive, by God it’s alive!!) instantly  
to each step, customizing the cushion for different runners and  
running styles. Dual-density thermoplastic urethane arch shanks  
control torsional flex at midfoot for optimal control and support.
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Minimalism in.....orange?

Not just because I feel like a clown, but because at the speed I  
run, it risks setting off some kind of fit, such is the strobe-effect.  
(That’s sarcasm in case you missed it. I’m not that fast.)

Nevertheless, the answer: get these muddied brown as soon as 
possible; thereafter they relish the conditions. (They do come in  
a toned down blue/grey - none were available when I took delivery). 

However, the lairy colour of my pair is an orange herring if you 
will: fact is, in the minimalist world, these are a serious trail shoe 
offering providing performance that delivers far beyond that  
which the peacockery may suggest (in my opinion, in the shoe  
world, flashiness is often cover-up for poor functionality).

And boy do these function on trail. 

orangE. ThE only Thing ThaT  
rEally buggEd mE abouT ThE  
mErrEll soniC gloVEs is ThE  

Colour. i’m noT a ‘look aT mE’  
kinda PErson, so WhEn i haVE 
gloWing orbs disTraCTingly 

Flashing in ThE loWEr rEaChEs  
oF my Vision, i gET annoyEd. 

mErrEll soniC gloVE

Great for > those after the pure sensation of the trail,  
go-fasts, minimalists who aren’t quite ready to go to  
traditional sandals, minimalists looking for performance  
and protection 

Not so great for > going super fast on muddy,  
super-twisty trails, massive downhills, cheapskates  
(they’re exxy for ‘minimalism’, but most are)

Test conditions > wet trails mostly, fairly soft, with debris, 
some sand stretches, slippery surfaces, softer forest trails. 
Approx. 48km (I’m a beginner minimalist!)

Tester > Chris Ord

Tester mechanics > slight pronator, dodgy hip,  
undergoing treatment for ITB so can be grumpy  
and blame shoes for bad biomechanics… 
is minimalist the answer? TBC.

RRP  AU$219 

www.merrell.com

The Sonic ticks all these boxes. Easily. 

Essentially new model Merrell Trail Gloves  (tested in TRM Ed#1), 
the Sonics are upgraded with a non-permeable, water resistant 
upper (rather than mesh) which primes users for running damp or 
sandy trails, the enclosed upper keeping both water and grit out. 

On trail, the Vibram sole offers good (for minimalism) pro- 
tection against rocks and sharp ground, while giving brilliant grip.  
One minor gripe here: when speeding around tight corners,  
there did seem to be some sideways slippage. But in a linear motion,  
grip is fantastic, the design not sucking on too much mud and  
the back-kicked toe grip in particular customised for the increased  
toe kick-off that barefoot running delivers.

Some will find the tightness around the metatarsal area off-putting  
at first, but this actually provides good glove-like hold between  
the upper and your foot, keeping excessive movement within the  
shoe to a minimum. This combines with a phenomenal comfort  
factor inside the shgoe – no rub zones, no seams to annoy.  
Go sockless with confidence.

The ultra roomy toe box is important, allowing toes to be able  
to splay, which experts tell me triggers a muscular reflex that  
helps coordinate muscle contractions, which leads to more  
efficiency when using a midfoot gait.  

Reviewing the Trail Gloves (again, relevant because they are essentially 
the same design dynamics as the Sonic Gloves) Jason Robillard  
of the Barefoot University (barefootrunninguniversity.com)  
writes: “The trail performance of the shoe is first-rate.   
It provides enough protection for the most technical trails… 
while still allowing enough ground feel and proprioception  
to prevent injury.  For trail running, I am hard-pressed to  
find a single negative characteristic of this shoe. [It] is the best  
true minimalist trail shoe I have ever tested.”

Apart from two factors – sideways slip and I found downhill  
grip on the fly suffered a tad – I’d agree. Although he’s done  
a lifetime more testing than me. So you’d listen to him first. 

And what about that exuberantly non-mimimalist orange bedecking?

Dear Santa (aka Mr and Mrs Merrell),  
this Christmas may I please have a BLACK pair of Sonic Gloves…*

The caveat is that we’re assessing these in the context of a runner 
seeking out the minimalist style. Lead-footed heel smashers need 
not apply, nor comment. These are for those dedicated to at least 
exploring the run-light philosophy that’s currently booming. 

A minimalist shoe needs to tick certain boxes. It has to have minimal 
and preferably no drop between heel and forefoot. This gives 
true barefoot function and in the trail world the best trail ‘feel’ – 
something of the point of going minimal. It needs a wide toe box to 
allow toe splay, important in achieving a correct barefoot running 
action. The upper should be minimalist in terms of it interfering  
with foot action, but it also need to provide some glove-like hold to 
the foot. Many will also say that the inner needs to be so comfortable  
that no socks are required. And finally, it needs to be lightweight. 
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the super trooper

This leg involved 67km (in reality closer to 75km, once a few 
navigational errors had been factored in) of rough running, hiking, 
bush bashing, wading, swimming and intermittent staggering across 
the incredibly unforgiving topography of Tasmania’s northwest. 

Textbook planning it was not. This terrain is so bloody terrible  
that when escaped convicts encountered it after springing  
themselves from the infamous big house on Sarah Island,  
they ending up eating each other. No one wants to break in  
a new pair of shoes in conditions like this. 

ThEsE bad boys CamE sTraighT  
ouT oF ThE box and PuT To Work  

in ThE Wilds on ThE ToughEsT FooT- 
basEd sTagE oF a Truly bruTal  

EVEnT: ThE 2011 xPd, WhiCh This yEar  
also doublEd as ThE adVEnTurE  

raCing World ChamPionshiPs. 

salomon Pro3d ulTra gTx

Great for > tough, wet and generally brutal conditions 

Not so great for >  a casual punt around cruisy trails in fine weather.

Test conditions > These were given a going over on the most demanding 
foot-based section of the recent Adventure Racing World Champion- 
ships in Tasmania, which involved 70 kays of everything from sinking sand 
to rocks, never-ending dunes, thick bush and river crossings. They’ve also 
seen lots of less dramatic action on trails around Melbourne’s Bayside area, 
along sandy singletrack and across coastal rock gardens.

Tester > Pat Kinsella. While not the most competitive trail runner on 
the TRM test team in terms of Ultras run and won, Pat has been heavily 
involved with adventure and endurance pursuits for over a decade, and 
runs through rough stuff regularly. The launch editor of Outer Edge 
magazine and former managing editor of Wild magazine, Pat is now 
a senior contributor for Australian Geographic Outdoor and writes 
product reviews and features across a range of specialist adventure titles 
including UltraFit and NZ Triathlon & Multisport magazine.      

Tester mechanics > More in the Clydesdale class than your typical 
TRM tester, Pat weighs in at 90kg, runs with a front-foot strike and  
has neutral pronation.

RRP  AU$240

www.salomon.com/au

which made transitioning to the Ultra GTX feel like I’d 
gone from driving a Honda Jazz to getting behind the wheel 
of a Panzer tank. Soon enough, however, I was thankful for 
the extra protection and firepower.  

Fatigue-induced stumbling was inevitable in the conditions 
and the protective toecap and a ‘mud guard’ of thick 
rubbery material, which extends right around the shoe, 
were welcome bumpers. 

I was sceptical about how secure the asymmetrical quicklace 
system would be, but the improbably thin cheesewire-style 
lace did an admirable job and I appreciated the fact that  
I didn’t have to worry about tripping over laces in my tired 
state, or stop frequently to re-tie them.

The inners were comfortable (beyond a small amount of 
inevitable rubbing caused by sand) and the outer materials 
were every bit as hard-wearing as I’d been promised. The 
outer soles and mudguard feature dealt with the profusion  
of sharp rocks, jagged tree roots and spiky bush, no problem.

After the race they looked like they’d been in a tractor 
crash, but they cleaned up nicely and, smell aside, you’d 
never know what they’d been through. (Unlike the last pair 
of ‘high-spec’ runners I’d worn on an XPD, which went 
straight into the bin after the race.)

The shoes stability was never in doubt over the really rough 
stuff, and I was impressed with the gripping credentials  
of their outsole design. Yet despite their ruggedness, and 
even with the unglamorous sounding mudguard feature, 
their profile remains relatively streamlined. 

Since returning to civilisation I have continued to give 
these a workout, although they are over-technical when 
conditions are tame. These are best saved for times when 
you know things are going to get rough and tough, and  
that you’re going to need a super trooper of a trail shoe  
to get you home in one piece *

It was arranged late in the day, however, and having done a couple of 
XPD stages in the past, I knew I’d need something bombproof if I  
wanted my slabs of meat to survive the distance and still let me walk on 
them afterwards. The Pro3D Ultra GTX, I was reliably told, were just 
what I required as I ran straight toward Hell’s Gate. These are the SAS  
of trail running shoes.  

I had been experimenting with quite minimalist running shoes for  
several months prior to the race (Merrell Barefoot, Inov-8 F-Lite etc),  
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Red Hot Racer

I recently jumped on the barefoot bandwagon. After more than a decade devoted 
to highly structured running shoes and expensive custom-built orthotics, I decided 
to repent and give minimalism go. Why? Well, the more I got off the bitumen and 
onto the trails, the more I felt my heavy clod-hoppers were holding me back by not 
allowing my feet to flex and respond to the varying terrain beneath them. Not to 
mention lugging all that superfluous weight up those muddy mountain ascents.

As an overpronator with a functional leg-length discrepancy, it was a brave move,  
and not without its teething problems, but I got there in the end and I’m now among 
the growing tribe of forefoot/barefoot/Pose/whatevayacallit evangelists; my ITB  
issues are mostly solved, and I’m running PBs, so I must be doing something right.

With the help of Google, I came across Inov-8 – the cool Brit on the block 
specialising in lightweight runners designed to closely mimic the natural 
biomechanics of the foot. Spruiked as the world’s lightest XC and mountain  
racer, at just 190 grams, Inov-8’s X-Talon 190s were the choice for me. 

The first thing that strikes you about the X-Talon 190s is their garish Ferrari red 
colour. The next thing that strikes you, after lacing up, is how wonderfully apt  
that colour is because you just know these shoes are going to hurtle you down  
the trail. Light as air, roomy in the toe (although if you’re a very wide berther,  

For ThosE oF you laCking  
ThE inClinaTion To rEad  

all ThE FolloWing,  
i’ll CuT To ThE ChasE.  

ThEsE shoEs roCk.  
For ThosE oF you sTill  

inTErEsTEd, hErE’s Why.

inoV-8 Talon 190s
Great for > Minimalists, lightweight freaks, shorter runs, 
multisport racing, technical trails, rock-hopping, speed!

 Not so great for > Bitumen; super-long runs; wet  
conditions if your aim is to keep dry; heel-strikers;  
heavy runners who need more cushioning; severe pronators.

Test conditions > Mixed single trail and fire-trail; technical trail 
with rocky, granite sections; sand; grass; boggy trail; rock-hopping.   

Tester > Emma Francis – novice trail runner and multisporter 
who’s not a total slouch. Has completed the Two Bays Trail 
Run, Upper Murray Challenge, King Valley Challenge and 
Salomon Trail Series. You can regularly find her out on the 
trails in her beloved Mt Macedon.

Tester mechanics > Recently converted forefoot striker;  
mild pronation – worse on right side; mild leg-length disparity; 
history of ITB and shin pain.

RRP  AU$179.95

www.inov-8.com

www.barefootinc.com.au

anatomically aligned in front of the metatarsal heads to provide 
natural forefoot flex; the ‘Perfomance Last’, which aims to 
minimise internal movement when contouring, ascending and 
descending; and my personal favourite, the ‘Fascia Band’, which 
aims to replicate the plantar fascia ligament to increase propulsion 
and reduce fatigue. It’s that last feature that perhaps saved my  
bacon during the 25km Upper Murray Challenge run. Coming off 
the back of a 38km MTB and 26km paddle, I expected my legs to 
feel heavy and cumbersome, but instead I felt light and springy.

Where the X-Talon 190s showed weakness was on the bone-slapping 
descents of the same course, where the lack of cushioning, particularly 
in the heel, became a bit jarring. That same lack of cushioning and 
support would, I suspect, make them inappropriate for jaunts of 
three-hours or more – I was certainly beginning to feel some mild shin 
soreness in my right leg (where my pronation is most pronounced)  
by the 20km mark – but these are short, sharp racers, after all.  
Perfect for multisport, not ideal for ultras. (Oh, and you can generally  
forget them on the bitumen – the cleats can make it all a bit awkward.)

Shortcomings aside, I’m a little bit in love. 

you may find them on the narrow side), and with a mere 3mm 
differential between the heel and forefoot, these certainly let it all 
hang out, and probably aren’t the wisest choice for committed heel 
strikers or runners unaccustomed to minimalist shoes. But if you’ve 
got some forefoot miles under your belt, your feet will sing.

I put the X-Talon 190s through their paces over two very different 
trails: the 11km Hazards Beach to Wineglass Bay trail in Tassie, which 
takes in a fair bit of technical running over granite boulders and  
roots; and the 25km run leg of the Upper Murray Challenge 
multisport race, which incorporates a heart-breaking ascent up a 
boggy gully, followed by a bone slapping descent down rocky firetrail.

The X-Talon 190s really came into their own over the granite. 
Notoriously slippery underfoot, granite often gets the better of even  
the most high-end trail runners, but with their cleated soles, the  
X-Talon 190s handled the trail with absolute confidence – once  
I learned to trust the shoe, I was rock-hopping with little hesitation. 

Affording me that elusive ‘feel’ over the uneven terrain were three 
features unique to the Inov-8 brand: the ‘Metaflex’ groove, which is 
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in Trm Ed#1 we took a brief look at the curse of all  
us plodders: runners’ knee. here, clinical practitioner 
greg Pain (real name) delves deeper behind the  
patella to see what the deal is with knee pain.
Words > Greg Pain

One of the principle reasons why a lot of runners choose the  
natural experience of trail running vs. running on the roads, is  
because the surfaces tend to be softer, and therefore the decreased 
ground reaction force minimises the risks of running-based  
injuries – most notably to the knees.

However, I still see a lot of trail runners – easily as many as road  
runners to be fair – who present with what is commonly referred to  
a Runner’s Knee.  Clinically known as Patellafemoral Syndrome  
(PFS – not to be confused with ITB Friction Syndrome).

PFS or Runner’s Knee can be simply explained as insidious onset  
of diffuse knee pain, made worse by ascending/descending hills and 
stairs, squatting or kneeling, or sitting with the knee bent.  It tends  
to be local in nature, though not specific to any one location in  
all occurring cases.  Typically it is below the kneecap, on either side.

So very quickly, what are the mechanical structures that create this pain? 
Generally speaking it is due to an overuse of the extensor structures  
of the knee (quads), in particular the outer thigh muscles.  Ever heard  
of the term: “quad dominant”?  This dominance will commonly pull  
the kneecap out of alignment, which in turn creates the localised pain.

The next question is: why do I see as many trail runners with PFS as  
I do road runners, especially considering the fact that we are running  
on surfaces that are softer than tarmac?  The answer to this is two fold:

Just because we’re running on softer surfaces, it makes no guarantee 
that we’re ACTUALLY using the glutes, quads and hammies effectively, 
unloading the knee and therefore decreasing the likelihood of pain.

Because we’re running on surfaces that have less traction it is easier  
for the foot/knee complex to twist/rotate/slide and land at an oblique 
angle thereby increasing the activation of the already dominant outer 
quads and overload the knee structures.

One very simple test to do at home is to stand in front of a mirror  
and hop up and down on one leg.  Hopping on one leg ‘loosely’ 
imitates the action of making contact with the ground when running,  
and will ‘loosely’ indicate what the knee tracking is like at initial 
contact, which is when the majority of knee-based problems arise.  

What you are ultimately looking for is (a) does the knee ‘medially  
drift’, or collapses inward, or (b) do you have a tendency of  
leaning the trunk to the side of the hopping leg?  

Now try doing it on a gravel/unstable surface, and see how much 
harder it is to control the knee!  If you have pain in the knee  
already then this will most likely elicit the pain, and if you don’t  
have pain in your knees, whichever knee collapses in/trunk  
leans to the side, this will be the knee most predisposed to PFS.
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Trail mEChaniC >

get your head around it – why it’s not really about the knee >

If you consider where on the thigh the quads (VMO and Vastus 
Lateralis especially) originate, and where they attach, then if we 
reconsider the fact that when muscles are longer they’re essentially 
weaker, and when shorter they’re stronger (called the ‘length-
tension relationship’), then what causes the outer quads to get 
(shorter) stronger and VMO to get (longer) weaker?  

One of the greatest effectors of knee tracking, other than balance of 
the quads, is the glutes, as approximately 80% of the glute fibres attach 
to the ITB, which is fundamentally there to ‘hold’ the knee in line.

So if we consider the idea that the glutes aren’t doing the right  
job to ‘hold’ the knee straight, and that the ITB doesn’t have  
any contractile properties (AND it’s very high in collagen fibres, 
low in elastin), this tough, strong ITB band pulls the kneecap  
off line, a fact that in itself effects how the quads work.  

It’s a HUGE chicken and the egg scenario, but my strong philosophy 
on this is that it is the dodgy glutes (and core control) that  
creates the quad imbalance, that then creates the pain.

resolution? 

First, a simple disclaimer:  if you find yourself with symptoms 
that could be PFS then get it professionally assessed! The greatest 
mistake you can make is to self-diagnose, and put yourself on the 
wrong path to recovery.  

It is clear just how sensitive the knee is to the misalignment of 
the kneecap, and so by heading down the wrong rehab path the 
symptoms could get worse. Instead:

Get a good gait/running assessment performed to identify where 
in the gait cycle you’re getting it wrong, and what your running-
specific muscle balance is like;

Invest in a foam roller/massage therapist.  This is an acute, 
soft-tissue management tool to keep the ITB unloaded, thereby 
minimising the lateral pull on the knee cap;

Get some really high level advice on how to accurately get the glutes 
to work in an upright running posture, ensuring they function 
throughout their entire range.

This is what it all comes down to: no matter how strong the 
individual muscles are, there is no guarantee they’ll do the correct 
job when running *

Greg Pain is a Sports Biomechanist specialising in running, cycling, 
triathlon and multisport. As functional strength advisor to Emirates 
Team NZ, as well as a number of NZ’s elite and Olympic athletes.  
Greg’s passion is educating on correct movement patterning and high 
level core stability training. Biomechanical analysis is supported by 
SiliconCoach Movement Software and is 90-120 min in duration. 

www.biosport.co.nz 

greg@biosport.co.nz 

Facebook/Twitter: biosPorTnz

www.biosport.co.nz
mailto:greg@biosport.co.nz
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Whether you’re training or competing, you have 
probably already experienced the difference a 
hot summer’s day can make to your performance. 
What you might not know is that there’s some 
interesting sports science that has investigated  
how we can maximise performance in the heat  
and it’s simple to put into practice.
Words > Alan McCubbin  www.nextlevelnutrition.com.au

Heat has a large impact on how you pace yourself during exercise. For trail 
runners, temperature can be a crucial factor, especially given so many trail 
runs take place over extended periods of time (increasing the likelihood of 
temperature extremes) and in extreme environments (trail and ultra running 
being one of the few human movement sports that venture into deserts).

Your body naturally regulates its temperature, keeping it within a narrow 
range to mitigate the risk of sustaining damage to the brain. If your  
body temperature rises too quickly, the brain increases your perception 

of fatigue and reduces its signal to the muscles in an attempt to slow you 
down and lower your temperature. Because of this, it’s no surprise that  
athletes do not perform to the same level in the heat as on a cooler day.

The interesting thing about the way this works is that you actually slow 
down before your body temperature gets too hot. We still don’t know 
exactly how the brain does this, but it seems to anticipate danger based 
on the temperature of your skin and core, and knowledge of the exercise 
that’s being done. (Jonothan Dugas and Ross Tucker – originally  
from the University of Cape Town – have done a large amount of  
work in this area. Check out their blog for a detailed explanation:  
www.sportsscientists.com/2008/01/fatigue-examined.html)

Sports scientists have used several strategies over the years to try and 
reduce body temperature, either before or during competitive sport. 
Footballers, for example, often use ice vests in pre-season games 
played in the heat, both before and during breaks in the game. In the 
lead up to the 2008 Beijing Olympics some very clever Australian 
sports scientists and dietitians experimented with cheaper and easier 
alternatives to lower the body’s pre-competition temperature.

ThE lardEr >

www.nextlevelnutrition.com.au
www.sportsscientists.com/2008/01/fatigue
-examined.html


The Beijing Games were predicted to be the hottest Olympics 
for years. Sports scientists, coaches and athletes poured a 
huge amount of effort into planning for the expected high 
temperatures and extreme humidity. Based on the assumption 
that beginning exercise with a lower body temperature likely 
improves performance over starting at a higher temperature, 
the Australian Institute of Sport explored strategies  
to cool the bodies of the road cycling team pre-race.

In the study, the AIS recruited 12 top level club cyclists 
to test two methods of reducing body temperature. In an 
initial pilot study the cyclists drank around 700–1000ml 
of an ice slushy made from Gatorade (the equivalent of a 
large convenience store ice slushy) in the 30 minutes before 
exercise. The slushy caused a drop in body temperature of 
about 0.5°C, and following a 30-minute warm up body 
temperature was still lower than that recorded by athletes 
who drank room temperature water.

The researchers also tried using towels soaked in iced water, 
wrung out and wrapped around the legs and body. This was 
reported as having minimal effect on its own, but when used 
in combination with the ice slushy, the two techniques were 
the most effective of all at reducing body temperature. 

The slushy/towel combination was then used during a 
simulation of the Beijing Olympics’ time trial course, 
conducted in a heat chamber at temperatures of 32 to 35°C. 
The result of pre-cooling led to an improvement in time trial 
performance of one minute and six seconds, or 1.3 per cent.

As it turned out, it rained on the day of the road race in 
Beijing, and the cooling strategy amounted to nothing. 
But the studies did prove that cooling the body prior to 
exercise with ice slushies and cold, wet towels could boost 
performance in the heat. 

Other studies have followed using just ice slushies or even 
cold (4°C) water, and have shown similar improvements 
in performance. Ice slushies have also been used to reduce 
body temperature after exercise in the heat, which is 
thought to improve recovery when the next training session 
or game occurs within 24 hours.

using nutrition to lower body temperature >

Obviously most trail runs tend to take place off the beaten 
path, and there’s not usually a 7-Eleven on the nearest 
corner. However, there are other places where you can pick 
up an ice slushie in a country town, such as petrol stations 
or even McDonalds (frozen Coke). Even if slushies are 
unavailable, other frozen foods and drinks can also help 
to reduce body temperature. Ice blocks, icy poles or those 
tubes of frozen fruit juice are all good ways to bring your 
temperature down. Icy poles are essentially carbohydrate 
(sugar) and fluid, so they also provide the fuel that you want 
before running and help to replace it after a race.

And what about during a race? There are a small number of 
studies looking at the relationship between drink temperature 
during exercise and performance, but sadly the design of 
the studies doesn’t reflect real world situations, and most 
compared a drink with a very cold tempature (4 or 10°C) 
with one that is very warm (37°C), which is perhaps an unfair 
comparison. However, the research does suggest there may be 
a benefit in having very cold drinks during a race.

So how do you achieve that? Adding ice blocks, or freezing 
drink bottles that you know you don’t need to drink for 
several hours may be one way. Or, if you’ve got a support 
crew providing drinks along the course, they can keep them 
in an Esky until they’re needed. 

So, whether it’s before, during or after a race, keep cool 
this summer by indulging in a slushie. Your brain and 
muscles will thank you for it by working that little bit 
harder, and every little bit counts *

Accredited Sports Dietitian Alan McCubbin has worked with 
athletes from all walks of life, from recreational gym goers to 
Olympians and adventure racers to - of course - trail runners, 
including advising nutrition strategies for the likes of Sam Gash 
(first female and youngest ever person to complete all Racing  
The Planet Four Deserts races in a season) and Beau Miles  
(first person to trail run the Australian Alpine Walking Track). 

www.nextlevelnutrition.com.au 

www.nextlevelnutrition.com.au
http://northburn100.co.nz
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TRAIL PORN

Getting the feet wet during the Motatapu  
Miners Trail and Off Road Marathon  

races (next event 10 March 2012)

Photo by Nathan Secker / Iconic Adventures

Presented by

http://www.brooksrunning.com.au/
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Presented by

Trail Porn >

Big country trails in the  
Motatapu Off Road Marathon  

(next event 10 March 2012)

Photo by Nathan Secker / Iconic Adventures

Ferny fun in the Silvan edition of the Salomon  
Trail Run Series 2011 (Victoria), on again  
in 2012 with rumours of a trail festival to boot.

Photo by Rapid Ascent

http://www.brooksrunning.com.au/
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Presented by

Trail Porn >

TRM Editor, Mal Law’s wife Sally  
with their pooch Luca on  
Te Henga Trail, Waitakeres, NZ

Photo by Running Wild NZ

Coastal line up at the world’s biggest  
adventure race, the Anaconda Augusta,  

in the deep south of Western Australia

Photo by Rapid Ascent

http://www.brooksrunning.com.au/
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Opposite page >  
Things are looking up in the middle of a trek/run leg of the  

Adventure Racing World Championships held in Tasmania in November. 

Photo by  James Pitman > www.photoevents.net.au 

This page > Mountain runner on the fly at Craigieburn, Arthurs Pass, NZ 
Photo by > www.outdoorphotography.co.nz

Presented by

www.photoevents.net.au
www.outdoorphotography.co.nz
http://www.brooksrunning.com.au/
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We all experience a time of year when conditions are wet and rainy. Hell, some 
of us trail runners seek it out! Gore-Tex is a brand name that comes up all the 
time in relation to keeping your feet dry while running in wet conditions.  
First fabricated in 1976, Gore-Tex has evolved over the years to be a more workable 
material than in the early days and also claims to now have breathable properties.  
The breathability is what lets moisture escape and also the biggest selling point.  
Without it, Gore-Tex would be no more appropriate than a plastic bag. 

And herein lies the problem with Gore-Tex in your shoes. It’s just not as 
breathable as they would have you believe. Submerge a Gore-Tex lined shoe  
in a bucket of water to just below the collar and watch in amazement as not  
one drop seeps through and the inside of the shoe stays dry. If it’s someone 
else’s shoe, then try the same experiment in reverse and fill the shoe with water.  
Don’t hold your breath waiting for the water to start seeping back out because 
it won’t happen. Gore-Tex is awesome for a snowboarding jacket or gloves 
because it can repel high volumes of moisture, however for your running 
shoes you also want to allow moisture to escape.   

Running with wet feet is sometimes part of the deal, even if you avoid the 
puddles. Shoes can act like a catchment as moisture drips from wet shirts and 
shorts, or sweat simply builds up. Instead of Gore-Tex, which also adds extra  

cost to the shoe, look for shoes that utilise  
water resistant fibres in the upper of the shoe.  
Some technical trail shoes are being designed 
with fibres that are treated with special coatings 
that deflect a good portion of water but also  
allow moisture to pass back out should things  
get a bit squishy. The difference is in the fact  
that it’s the actual fibres of the primary upper 
fabric that are hydrophobic and breathable, 
rather than being an extra layer incorporated 
into the shoe in addition to the upper layer.

shoe guru simon bright cracks into  
a couple of widely held beliefs  

in the shoe realm and stamps  
out a few ideas he reckons are a  

bit of baloney. will you agree?  
tell us your thoughts or bust a  

few more myths on facebook >  
www.facebook.com/trailrunmag 

A road cycling friend of mine is fixated on the weight of his bike and all the 
accessories that go with it. In cycling less grams = more $ and this guy justifies  
his regular carbon fibre component upgrades with comments like: “Did you 
know that every additional gram you carry on your bike is equal to 10 grams  
of body weight because of the added pushing and rolling resistance it creates?”  

Imagine the coin this guy could have saved if he worried more about his diet  
and not carrying too much extra junk in the trunk instead of on his ride.

This same discussion circulates around the topic of trail shoes. The difference 
between a lightweight racing trail shoe and a more robust training shoe is  
approximately 30–40 grams per shoe, barely the weight of two sips of water. 

Sure, that weight is carried along for the duration of your run but that is where 
too many people get hung up. The correct level of support and cushioning in 
your shoes is what determines the overall weight. The supportive structures in 
many trail shoes are heavier than the cushioning systems so depending on your 
foot type and what shoes suits you, the weight of your shoes is non-negotiable.  

Having the correct shoe that supports and cushions your foot might be heavier or 
lighter than the next person, but its compatibility with your foot type will support 
you biomechanically and improve overall efficiency and conservation of energy.

shoE guru >

Myth       Buster  

myth bust #1 > lighter is better  myth bust #2 > gore-tex is a must for wet weather

www.facebook.com/trailrunmag


the big truth: keep it simple stupid

As you might well know, big shoe brands spend big bucks on marketing to 
promote high tech shoe innovations however their actual functional benefits 
need to be explored. These days we have a vast range of shoes available on  
the market, from minimalist to maximum support. 

In my experience, shoe distributors go to great lengths to demonstrate points  
of difference to other brands and one demonstration that always interests me  
is the shoe breakdown models (a dismantled shoe showing its individual parts).  

As a shoe buyer for Footpro, each shoe we sell is examined prior to our 
purchase as a sample and in shoe breakdown models. You would be astounded 
at the number of working parts that make up a shoe and sometimes it’s obvious 
that someone in the R&D department has an overactive imagination and  
should cut back on the Red Bulls. Over-engineering appears to be occurring  
in midsole construction (but less a problem with the shoe uppers). 

At Footpro, once we know what a shoe is actually made of and how it is put 
together, we conduct our own in-store testing to determine the fit profile and 
what category of foot type each model suits. Funnily enough, the shoes that always 
stack up best are the models that are practical in design and built with subtle 
improvements to the previous season version, not trying to reinvent the wheel.

Beware of shoe recommendations that speak about a shoe’s technical features 
without explaining how that feature actually functions in relation to your foot,  
and how your foot behaves during the action and impact of running.  

A running analysis and a chance to take a pair of shoes for a run around  
the block will be the only way to find this out *

Next Edition > 

In 2012 we will see a number of shoe manufacturers introducing new models of trail 
shoes with less downward ramp angle from heel to toe. Shoe Guru will look at the 
effect that running in these flatter-stance shoes will have on your running technique.  

www.footpro.com.au  

“you would be astounded at  
the number of working parts that  

make up a shoe and sometimes  
it’s obvious that someone  

in the r&d department has  
an overactive imagination and  

should cut back on the red bulls.”

The designers of Trail Run could design your ads. Something to ponder on your next 40k run.

www.the bird collective.com.au

& design.
kIck-Gss 
ads

who make
for the guys 

This is The 
ad

Like for insTance, This magazine.
     

www.footpro.com.au
http://www.thebirdcollective.com.au
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Or maybe that’s just the sweet waft of dirt not-long ground  
into the lugs of your trail shoes, which sit by the front door —  
a welcome reminder of the weekend’s mountain jaunt. 

But the blood screams for more. The legs are sore, yet they  
pine for a warm down. A warm up. A flat out blast along  
some winding, wet, wonderful singletrack. But where to go?  
Only got an hour (which you know can stretch to three).

Trail Mag has the answer(s). Here. In this guide. Each edition  
we’ll bring you step by step trail run guides, all within an hour  
of a major city or town in Australia or New Zealand, all  
between 5km and 30km, all worth zipping out to for a trail fix. 

We’ve also included some post-trail goodness ‘cause we’re  human;  
we’re caffeine freaks too (strong latte – sometimes double espresso,  
but only on race days), and we love the smell of fresh eggs and  
bacon after pounding the paths. Welcome to the goodness guide.

tRAIL GUIDes
Win salomon gEar!

All you gotta do is be part of the action. Yes, we need  
trail correspondents! If you think there’s a cracking  
trail the world needs to know about, go research it, write  
it up, shoot a photo and send it in. We do have a bit  
of a style going, so be sure to check out the guidelines  
and download the pro forma before you do at >

trailrunnermag.wordpress.com/contribute

If your guide is chosen as the ‘Editor’s Pick’ of the issue,  
you’ll win some great Salomon Trail Gear. Just ask  
Gretel Fortmann and Anthony Bishop, who will each  
get a bit of Salomon kit in the mail for their efforts.

So go running, get writing and start window shopping at 

www.salomon.com/au

yo u  k n oW  T h E y ’ r E  T h E r E :  

T h o s E  P r i sT i n E  T r a i l s .  C l o s E .  n oT  Fa r  F r o m  

yo u r  d o o r sT E P.  yo u  C a n  s m E l l  T h E m … 

P r E s E n T s

trailrunnermag.wordpress.com/contribute
www.salomon.com/au
http://www.salomonrunning.com/au/
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Presented by

r u n  i T  > 

Park your car on a gravelly area on the side of the road slightly (approx 20m) to the Harbour 
side of Gebbies Pass.  Cross the stile and start running along the gravel road.  Look out for 
the small white signs saying ‘Packhorse’ which signal the way.  After 600 metres the road turns 
right, but you veer slightly left towards the pine trees, cross the stile and run down the single 
track under the trees.  After a further one kilometre you will pop out onto farmland where you 
should follow the snow poles before reaching another stile and heading back into the forest.  

Run down a short section of farm track. Just before it begins to head uphill look out for the 
white arrow which directs you back onto the single track.  From here, stick to the trail through 
the trees with occasional grassy sections.  Reaching the 4.5km mark from trail start you will 
cross another stile and pop out from the trees onto the tussocky/rocky farmland. 

Follow the single track up to the ridge and the cute little Sign of the Packhorse Hut.  Take a 
well earned rest to fuel up and enjoy the view before flying back down the hill to the car park.

P o sT  r u n  g o o d n E s s  >
She Chocolat in Governors Bay (79 Main Rd) for a great hot chocolate and lovely  
view up the harbour Phone (03) 329 9825 or visit www.shechocolat.com

n o rT h  i s l a n d  n E W  z E a l a n d  > Your guide: Sally Hickling

T r a i l  T i P s  > 

n E a r E sT  C i T y  >  Christchurch, (23.5km, 25mins)

E x aC T  l o C aT i o n  >Top of Gebbies Pass

r o u T E  d i sTa n C E  >  10.5km 

a s C E n T/ d E s C E n T  >  307m

T i m E  To  r u n  >  45 (advanced) to 90mins (beginner)

T y P E  o F  T r a i l  >  Out and back

d i F F i C u lT y  >  Moderate

d E F i n i n g  C h a r aC T E r i sT i C s  >  
Single track, closed August to mid-October for lambing

F E aT u r E s  o F  i n T E r E sT  >  
Historic Hut, views of Lyttelton Harbour, stiles

m a P s  >  Christchurch, Canterbury, West Coast  
& 126 Towns Complete Street Directory,  
Map 99-100. Trail not well marked on topo maps.

the packhorse

www.shechocolat.com
http://www.salomonrunning.com/au/
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r u n  i T  > 

Don’t be thinking you can’t get your hoofs dirty smack in the centre of a city.  
A little exploration, some time spent scanning the street directory looking 
for precious green patches and you’ll be surprised at what little loops you  
can weave in a concrete jungle. 

Prime example: nary three kilometres from Melbourne’s GPO is Yarra 
Bend, a snaking patch of bush that cuddles the meandering Yarra River, 
holding on to it for dear, watery life. And trailing along the banks of the 
Yarra, and often darting off into extended patches of bushland that can  
fool you into thinking there isn’t four million souls hustling and bustling  
in the unseen city around you, are trails, wonderful trails on which you  
can easily hook up anything from a short to long course route. 

Here’s a loop based on the Salomon Trail Run Series Race One which  
debuted in the city centre in 2011 and will make a comeback in 2012,  
dragging a bunch of city clickers into the city’s green heart (and lungs). 

Park the car at the Studley Park Boathouse (or better yet, take public transport 
to Abbotsford and cross Studley Park Bridge to get to the car park). From the 
Boathouse, run north east along the riverbank until you get to the footbridge. 
Cross the bridge, turn left and pick up Yarra Bend Road, hooking around  
the bottom of Cobden Oval for the first 800m before hopping onto the gravel  
footpath on the left hand side of the road. Soon after, you’ll cross over the 
Eastern Freeway Bridge and then very quickly turn right and descend down to the 
Yarra River. At the river, it’s worth turning right under the bridge to complete  
an 800m loop. Once under the bridge, turn right and hug the highway wall 
before dropping back to the river’s edge where the riverben comes nearest  
the highway.  Follow the riverbank edge east looping back under the freeway.

Presented byV i C To r i a  >  Your guide: Rapid Ascent

yarra bend

From here, the course continues beside the Yarra before going under the ‘Pipe Bridge’ 
at the Fairfield Park Boathouse at the (approx) 3.8km mark, Go under and then  
circle back and up so you run across the bridge – run straight into single track.  
After a short climb, runners come to the Yarra Boulevard at the (approx) 4.5km point. 
You’ll run briefly along the road before dropping left down some steps to the river. 

From here, through to the finish, the narrow trail follows the river with some  
superb trail running through beautiful bushland. The course continues to the  
finish beside the Studley Park Boathouse. Coffee?  

T r a i l  T i P s  > 

n E a r by  ToW n /C i T y  >  Melbourne CBD (3km)

E x aC T  l o C aT i o n  >Yarra Bend Park, Yarra Boulevard

rouTE disTanCE >  10.8km

asCEnT/dEsCEnT > 40m

TimE To run > 40mins race pace / 1hr for slower bods

TyPE oF Trail > Loop or point to point

d i F F i C u lT y  >  Beginner plus

dEFining CharaCTErisTiCs >  

Remarkably scenic course beside the twists and turns  

of the Yarra, over pockets of parkland you never  

knew existed and a surprising amount of fun single track

FEaTurEs oF inTErEsT >  
Scenic foot bridges, historic eucalypt bushland,  

fruit bat colony, Studley Park Boathouse for coffee 

o n l i n E  r E F E r E n C E  >  
www.salomontrailseries.com.au  
(Go to Race 1 > Course Description & Map)

m a P s  >  Parks Victoria,  

www.parkweb.vic.gov.au/resources05/05_0528.pdf

P o sT  r u n  g o o d n E s s  >
The Studley Park Boathouse feels like it’s a world away from the urban  
environment just over the rise and is well equipped for a post-run coffee  
and cake at the tea rooms. Spectators and non runners can enjoy the facilities 
or take in a paddle on the river in one of their row boats while enjoying the 

wilderness around them. www.studleyparkboathouse.com.au

It’s also worth wandering across to the Collingwood Childrens’ Farm (great  
if one partner needs to entertain the kids while the other runs!), which has  
a great cafe and snacks as does the Abbotsford Convent – good bakery,  
vegetarian buffet, coffee and even a bar specialising in boutique beer.  

www.abbotsfordconvent.com.au

Trail Guide courtesy of Rapid Ascent, purveyors of the Salomon Trail Running Series  

www.salomontrailseries.com.au

www.salomontrailseries.com.au
www.parkweb.vic.gov.au/resources05/05_0528.pdf
www.studleyparkboathouse.com.au
www.abbotsfordconvent.com.au
www.salomontrailseries.com.au
http://www.salomonrunning.com/au/
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r u n  i T  > 

Starting at the northern end of Waihi Beach, find the trail and  
follow it north keeping the coast to your right. It is well signposted 
the whole way and there’s really nowhere that you can go wrong.

You will climb over one headland before dropping down to the  
lovely Orokawa Bay. The trail here threads its way through 
pohutakawas at the back of the lovely beach. Just after climbing 
out of Orokawa Bay you’ll see a side track heading inland to the 
30-metre high William Wright Falls. This is a worthwhile excursion 
that adds about 3kms of rough stuff and numerous stream crossings.

Presented by

orokawa  and homunga bay trail
b ay  o F  P l E n T y,  n T h  i s l a n d  n z  >  Your guide: Mal Law, Running Wild NZ

Continuing north the trail clings to the headlands and cliffs and has  
a spectacular open section where it crosses a creek. Just before  
reaching Homunga Bay there is another side trail that climbs steeply  
for a couple of kilometres through farmland to reach the end of 
Ngatiangata Road, east of Waihi township. You could add this is in  
as an extra or if you have more than one vehicle you could run the track 
one-way starting from this road end.

Homunga Bay and the beach there are stunning. Well worth taking some 

time out before turning on your heels and heading back the way you came.

This trial guide brought to you by Running Wild NZ 
www.runningwildnz.com

T r a i l  T i P s  > 

n E a r by  ToW n /C i T y  >  Waihi (10mins), Tauranga (1hr)

E x aC T  l o C aT i o n  >Northern end of Waihi Beach

rouTE disTanCE >  14km return (up to 21km with side trips)

asCEnT/dEsCEnT > Approx 600m excluding side trips

TimE To run > 1½hrs (elite), 3hrs (novice) excluding side trips

TyPE oF Trail > Out and back (or one-way if you shuttle cars)

d i F F i C u lT y  >  Easy–moderate

dEFining CharaCTErisTiCs >  
Beautiful single track, mostly well-bedded in, but with  
occasional rougher sections. A few short, sharp climbs,  
but it is 100 per cent runnable if fit and strong.

FEaTurEs oF inTErEsT >  
Stunning coastline fringed with pohutakawa trees – it would be  
stunning to run when they are in flower – and beautiful golden  
beaches. One to take your time over, even pack a picnic and your togs.

o n l i n E  r E F E r E n C E  >  
http://connect.garmin.com/activity/124529914

m a P s  >  No map needed but you can download  
a simple map and interesting track notes from  
www.destinationoutdoors.co.nz

P o sT  r u n  g o o d n E s s  >

Flat White  www.flatwhitecafe.co.nz   is a nice beachfront 
cafe in the Waihi Beach township or you can head into  
Waihi itself (just 10 mins away), which offers several great 
places to replenish the carbs. Try any of the following:

Ti Tree Café for sustenance in a sunny courtyard > 
www.menumania.co.nz/restaurants/ti-tree-cafe

Kava Kafe for awesome pizza > 
www.menumania.co.nz/restaurants/kava-cafe-pizzeria

Waitete Orchard Café & Restaurant for a-la-carte dining  
and the world’s best ice cream!  www.waitete.co.nz

www.runningwildnz.com
http://connect.garmin.com/activity/124529914
www.destinationoutdoors.co.nz
www.flatwhitecafe.co.nz
www.menumania.co.nz/restaurants/ti
www.menumania.co.nz/restaurants/kava
www.waitete.co.nz
http://www.salomonrunning.com/au/


T H E  S W E E P  >

Celebrating the true heroes of trail running, the  

ones who battle it out on trail for the longest time.  

They may be last, but they’re among the toughest… 

Name > Julia Bodonyi   Age >  33

Profession > Chartered Accountant and working  
as a Principal Financial Analyst for Qantas

Event > Cairns to Port Douglas Ultra Trail Marathon.  
Cairns Road Runners supported event. 

“ H O W  A M  I 
G O I N G  T O  T E L L  

M Y  M U M ;  
S H E  I S  G O I N G  
T O  K I L L  M E . ”

N B :  J u l i a  t o l d  t r a i l  r u N  M a g  t h at  h e r  M u M  a l M o s t  d i d 

 k i l l  h e r  w h e N  s h e  h e a r d  t h a t  J u l i a  h a d  

d o N e  t h e  r a c e ,  a N d  d i d N ’ t  t a l k  t o  h e r  f o r  

o v e r  a  d a y .  a N d  h e r  c o l l e a g u e s  t h i N k  s h e ’ s  N u t s . . .

Event organisers > Port Douglas Event Management.  
Part of the Great Barrier Reef Marathon Festival.

distance >  74km   

Category > Open   

Trail running for > First ever trail run! 

“To be honest, a year ago the longest I ever ran  
was 10kms; I ran half and full marathons this year  
for the first time, so longest road run I’ve ever  
done before was 42kms. But no trail runs until now…”

Photography > thanks to Lorraine Lawson and Cairns Road Runners (who do a fair bit of trail!) 

www.roadrunners.org.au

www.roadrunners.org.au
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i WEnT barEFooT on Trail ThE oThEr day.

It was for a photoshoot for this zine edition of Trail Run Mag.

Anyway, the idea was to get an image for the story by Nick White 
about turning up to a trail event sans shoes (he forgot them).  
I thought a cracking shot of some mud between the toes might 
suffice. Conceptually, it didn’t work. Or maybe my photography  
was just not up to scratch.

It was raining. But not cold. There was a small stream running  
down the centre of the trail, muddying things up. Perfect.  
I ditched the shoes (Merrell Sonic Gloves, since you asked –  
read the trail shoe test in this edition), and sunk my slabs into  
the mushy dirt. It squidged between my toes. Glorious. I got my 
hands in there and started throwing mud at my legs and feet.

How much fun is throwing mud at yourself?

Never tried? Go. Do. It rocks.  
There’s some kind of freedom about it.

But here’s my point. The feeling of earth against my skin brought 
back memories of a childhood spent revelling in the stuff.  
I could smell it through the rain drops. I could feel it getting  
under my toenails. It was slippery, a little gritty. It felt real.  
More real than anything I’d felt for a long time. It felt gooooooood.

get your 
hands dirty >  

buy the 
hardcoPy

I came back to my front door, greeted by my four year old 
looking quizzically at me:

“Dad, why are you muddy?”

“Because it’s fun, beautiful. So much fun. You should try it.”

At that moment, I was more kid than my own kid. That’s a gift.

Point is, sometimes it’s good to feel something in the flesh. 
There’s just something better about it; the touch, the feel –  
it’s skin on a solid reality.

Which is why we’re so smack happy to bring you Trail Run  
Mag in the flesh. It’s real. You can touch it. If I could’ve I 
would’ve smudged every copy with real dirt (but Kiwi customs 
told me they’d burn the lot – something about contagion.  
We’d already transgressed with a possum, apparently).

Anyway, get the dirt: get your hands on a real copy of  
Trail Run Mag at  

www.trailrunmag.com/shop
There’s only a limited number of them. So get in now before  
they go. No reprints. They are, in reality, collectables.

buy onE noW… 
you knoW iT’ll saVE your dirTy soul…

www.trailrunmag.com/shop
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www.trailrunmag.com 

www.trailrunmag.com
http://www.trailrunmag.com
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